GUIDELINES FOR LIMITING EXPOSURE TO ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS (100 kHz to 300 GHz)

International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP)

Abstract—Radiofrequency electromagnetic fields (EMFs) are used to enable a number of modern devices, including mobile telecommunications infrastructure and phones, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth. As radiofrequency EMFs at sufficiently high power levels can adversely affect health, ICNIRP published Guidelines in 1998 for human exposure to time-varying EMFs up to 300 GHz, which included the radiofrequency EMF spectrum. Since that time, there has been a considerable body of science further addressing the relation between radiofrequency EMFs and adverse health outcomes, as well as significant developments in the technologies that use radiofrequency EMFs. Accordingly, ICNIRP has updated the radiofrequency EMF part of the 1998 Guidelines. This document presents these revised Guidelines, which provide protection for humans from exposure to EMFs from 100 kHz to 300 GHz.
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INTRODUCTION

The guidelines described here are for the protection of humans exposed to radiofrequency electromagnetic fields (EMFs) in the range 100 kHz to 300 GHz (hereafter “radiofrequency”). This publication replaces the 100 kHz to 300 GHz part of the ICNIRP (1998) radiofrequency guidelines, as well as the 100 kHz to 10 MHz part of the ICNIRP (2010) low-frequency guidelines. Although these guidelines are based on the best science currently available, it is recognized that there may be limitations to this knowledge that could have implications for the exposure restrictions. Accordingly, the guidelines will be periodically revised and updated as advances are made in the relevant scientific knowledge. The present document describes the guidelines and their rationale, with Appendix A providing further detail concerning the relevant dosimetry and Appendix B providing further detail regarding the biological and health effects reported in the literature.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The main objective of this publication is to establish guidelines for limiting exposure to EMFs that will provide a high level of protection for all people against substantiated adverse health effects from exposures to both short- and long-term, continuous and discontinuous radiofrequency EMFs. However, some exposure scenarios are defined as outside the scope of these guidelines. Medical procedures may utilize EMFs, and metallic implants may alter or perturb EMFs in the body, which in turn can affect the body both directly (via direct interaction between field and tissue) and indirectly (via an intermediate conducting object). For example, radiofrequency ablation and hyperthermia are both used as medical treatments, and radiofrequency EMFs can indirectly cause harm by unintentionally interfering with active implantable medical devices (see ISO 2012) or altering EMFs due to the presence of conductive implants. As medical procedures rely on medical expertise to weigh potential harm against intended benefits, ICNIRP considers such exposure managed by qualified medical practitioners (i.e., to patients, carers and comforters, including, where relevant, fetuses), as well as the utilization of conducting materials for medical procedures, as beyond the scope of these guidelines (for further information, see UNEP/WHO/IRPA 1993). Similarly, volunteer research participants are deemed to be outside the scope of these guidelines, providing that an institutional ethics committee approves such participation following consideration of potential harms and benefits. However,
were derived to be strongly conservative for typical level known to cause the health effect. These thresholds are expected to occur. There is sufficient additional knowledge (such as under-}

The thresholds derived such that under worst-case exposure conditions (e.g., heating) and health effect (e.g., pain), to provide an operational level with which to derive restriction values in order to attain an appropriate level of protection. Consistent with previous guidelines from ICNIRP, reduction factors were then applied to the resultant thresholds (or operational thresholds) to provide exposure restriction values. Reduction factors account for biological variability in the population (e.g., age, sex), variation in baseline conditions (e.g., tissue temperature), variation in environmental factors (e.g., air temperature, humidity, clothing), dosimetric uncertainty associated with deriving exposure values, uncertainty associated with the health science, and as a conservative measure more generally.

These exposure restriction values are referred to as “basic restrictions.” They relate to physical quantities that are closely related to radiofrequency-induced adverse health effects. Some of these are physical quantities inside an exposed body, which cannot be easily measured, so quantities that are more easily evaluated, termed “reference levels,” have been derived from the basic restrictions to provide a more-practical means of demonstrating compliance with the guidelines. Reference levels have been derived to provide an equivalent degree of protection to the basic restrictions, and thus an exposure is taken to be compliant with the guidelines if it is shown to be below either the relevant basic restrictions or relevant reference levels. Note that the relative concordance between exposures resulting from basic restrictions and reference levels may vary depending on a range of factors. As a conservative step, reference levels have been derived such that under worst-case exposure conditions (which are highly unlikely to occur in practice) they will result in similar exposures to those specified by the basic restrictions. It follows that in the vast majority of cases, observing the reference levels will result in substantially lower exposures than the corresponding basic restrictions allow. See “Reference Levels” section for further details.

The guidelines differentiate between occupationally-exposed individuals and members of the general public. Occupationally-exposed individuals are defined as adults who are exposed under controlled conditions associated with their occupational duties, trained to be aware of potential radiofrequency EMF risks and to employ appropriate harm-mitigation measures, and who have the sensory

---

1 Note that the World Health Organization (1948) definition of “health” is used here. Specifically, “health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.”
and behavioral capacity for such awareness and harm-mitigation response. An occupationally-exposed worker must also be subject to an appropriate health and safety program that provides the above information and protection. The general public is defined as individuals of all ages and of differing health statuses, which includes more vulnerable groups or individuals, and who may have no knowledge of or control over their exposure to EMFs. These differences suggest the need to include more stringent restrictions for the general public, as members of the general public would not be suitably trained to mitigate harm, or may not have the capacity to do so. Occupationally-exposed individuals are not deemed to be at greater risk than the general public, providing that appropriate screening and training is provided to account for all known risks. Note that a fetus is here defined as a member of the general public, regardless of exposure scenario, and is subject to the general public restrictions.

As can be seen above, there are a number of steps involved in deriving ICNIRP’s guidelines. ICNIRP adopts a conservative approach to each of these steps in order to ensure that its limits would remain protective even if exceeded by a substantial margin. For example, the choice of adverse health effects, presumed exposure scenarios, application of reduction factors and derivation of reference levels are all conducted conservatively. The degree of protection in the exposure levels is thus greater than may be suggested by considering only the reduction factors, which represent only one conservative element of the guidelines. There is no evidence that additional precautionary measures will result in a benefit to the health of the population.

SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR LIMITING RADIOFREQUENCY EXPOSURE

100 kHz to 10 MHz EMF Frequency Range: Relation Between the Present and Other ICNIRP Guidelines

Although the present guidelines replace the 100 kHz to 10 MHz EMF frequency range of the ICNIRP (2010) guidelines, the science pertaining to direct radiofrequency EMF effects on nerve stimulation and associated restrictions within the ICNIRP (2010) guidelines has not been reconsidered here. Instead, the present process evaluated and set restrictions for adverse health effects other than direct effects on nerve stimulation from 100 kHz to 10 MHz, and for all adverse health effects from 10 MHz to 300 GHz. The restrictions relating to direct effects of nerve stimulation from the 2010 guidelines were then added to those derived in the present guidelines to form the final set of restrictions. Health and dosimetry considerations related to direct effects on nerve stimulation are therefore not provided here [see ICNIRP (2010) for further information].

Quantities, Units and Interaction Mechanisms

A brief overview of the electromagnetic quantities and units employed in this document, as well as the mechanisms of interaction of these with the body, is provided here. A more detailed description of the dosimetry relevant to the guidelines is provided in Appendix A, “Quantities and Units” section.

Radiofrequency EMFs consist of oscillating electric and magnetic fields; the number of oscillations per second is referred to as “frequency,” and is described in units of hertz (Hz). As the field propagates away from a source, it transfers power from its source, described in units of watt (W), which is equivalent to joule (J, a measure of energy) per unit of time (t). When the field impacts upon material, it interacts with the atoms and molecules in that material. When a biological body is exposed to radiofrequency EMFs, some of the power is reflected away from the body, and some is absorbed by it. This results in complex patterns of electromagnetic fields inside the body that are heavily dependent on the EMF characteristics as well as the physical properties and dimensions of the body. The main component of the radiofrequency EMF that affects the body is the electric field. Electric fields inside the body are referred to as induced electric fields (E_{ind} measured in volt per meter; V m\(^{-1}\)), and they can affect the body in different ways that are potentially relevant to health.

Firstly, the induced electric field in the body exerts a force on both polar molecules (mainly water molecules) and free moving charged particles such as electrons and ions. In both cases a portion of the EMF energy is converted to kinetic energy, forcing the polar molecules to rotate and charged particles to move as a current. As the polar molecules rotate and charged particles move, they typically interact with other polar molecules and charged particles, causing the kinetic energy to be converted to heat. This heat can adversely affect health in a range of ways. Secondly, if the induced electric field is below about 10 MHz and strong enough, it can exert electrical forces that are sufficient to stimulate nerves, and if the induced electric field is strong and brief enough (as can be the case for pulsed low frequency EMFs), it can exert electrical forces that are sufficient to cause dielectric breakdown of biological membranes, as occurs during direct current (DC) electroporation (Mir 2008).

From a health risk perspective, we are generally interested in how much EMF power is absorbed by biological tissues, as this is largely responsible for the heating effects described above. This is typically described as a function of a relevant dosimetric quantity. For example, below about 6 GHz, where EMFs penetrate deep into tissue (and thus
require depth to be considered), it is useful to describe this in terms of “specific energy absorption rate” (SAR), which is the power absorbed per unit mass (W kg\(^{-1}\)). Conversely, above 6 GHz, where EMFs are absorbed more superficially (making depth less relevant), it is useful to describe exposure in terms of the density of absorbed power over area (W m\(^{-2}\)), which we refer to as “absorbed power density” (S\(_{ab}\)). In these guidelines, SAR is specified over different masses to better match particular adverse health effects; SAR\(_{10g}\) represents the power absorbed (per kg) over a 10-g cubical mass, and whole-body average SAR represents power absorbed (per kg) over the entire body. Similarly, absorbed power density is specified over different areas as a function of EMF frequency. In some situations, the rate of energy deposition (power) is less relevant than the total energy deposition. This may be the case for brief exposures where there is not sufficient time for heat diffusion to occur. In such situations, specific energy absorption (SA, in J kg\(^{-1}\)) and absorbed energy density (U\(_{ab}\), in J m\(^{-2}\)) are used, for EMFs below and above 6 GHz, respectively. SAR, S\(_{ab}\), SA, U\(_{ab}\), and E\(_{ind}\) are the quantities used in these guidelines to specify the basic restrictions.

As the quantities used to specify basic restrictions can be difficult to measure, quantities that are more easily evaluated are also specified, as reference levels. The reference level quantities relevant to these guidelines are incident electric field strength (E\(_{inc}\)) and incident magnetic field strength (H\(_{inc}\)), incident power density (S\(_{inc}\)), plane-wave equivalent incident power density (S\(_{eq}\)), incident energy density (U\(_{inc}\)), and plane-wave equivalent incident energy density (U\(_{eq}\)), all measured outside the body, and electric current inside the body, I, described in units of ampere (A). Basic restriction and reference level units are shown in Table 1, and definitions of all relevant terms provided in Appendix A, in the “Quantities and Units” section.

**Radiofrequency EMF Health Research**

In order to set safe exposure levels, ICNIRP first decided whether there was evidence that radiofrequency EMFs impair health, and for each adverse effect that was substantiated, both the mechanism of interaction and the minimum exposure required to cause harm were determined (where available). This information was obtained primarily from major international reviews of the literature on radiofrequency EMFs and health. This included an in-depth review from the World Health Organization on radiofrequency EMF exposure and health that was released as a draft Technical Document (WHO 2014), and reports by the Scientific Committee on Emerging and Newly Identified Health Risks (SCENIHR 2015) and the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority (SSM 2015, 2016, 2018). These reports have reviewed an extensive body of literature, ranging from experimental research to epidemiology, and include consideration of health in children and those individuals thought to be sensitive to radiofrequency EMFs. To complement those reports, ICNIRP also considered research published since those reviews. A brief summary of this literature is provided in Appendix B, with the main conclusions provided below.

As described in Appendix B, in addition to nerve stimulation (described in ICNIRP 2010), radiofrequency EMFs can affect the body via two primary biological effects: changes in the permeability of membranes and temperature rise. Knowledge concerning relations between thermal effects and health, independent of the radiofrequency EMF literature, is also important and is described below. ICNIRP considers this appropriate given that the vast majority of radiofrequency EMF health research has been conducted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absorbed energy density</td>
<td>U(_{ab})</td>
<td>joule per square meter (J m(^{-2}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident energy density</td>
<td>U(_{inc})</td>
<td>joule per square meter (J m(^{-2}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plane-wave equivalent incident energy density</td>
<td>U(_{eq})</td>
<td>joule per square meter (J m(^{-2}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorbed power density</td>
<td>S(_{ab})</td>
<td>watt per square meter (W m(^{-2}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident power density</td>
<td>S(_{inc})</td>
<td>watt per square meter (W m(^{-2}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plane-wave equivalent incident power density</td>
<td>S(_{eq})</td>
<td>watt per square meter (W m(^{-2}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Induced electric field strength</td>
<td>E(_{ind})</td>
<td>volt per meter (V m(^{-1}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident electric field strength</td>
<td>E(_{inc})</td>
<td>volt per meter (V m(^{-1}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident electric field strength</td>
<td>E(_{ind})</td>
<td>volt per meter (V m(^{-1}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident magnetic field strength</td>
<td>H(_{inc})</td>
<td>ampere per meter (A m(^{-1}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific energy absorption</td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>joule per kilogram (J kg(^{-1}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific energy absorption rate</td>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>watt per kilogram (W kg(^{-1}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric current</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>ampere (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>hertz (Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>second (s)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Italicized symbols represent variables; quantities are described in scalar form because direction is not used to derive the basic restrictions or reference levels.*
using exposures substantially lower than those shown to produce adverse health effects, with relatively little research addressing adverse health effect thresholds from known interaction mechanisms themselves. Thus, it is possible that the radiofrequency health literature may not be sufficiently comprehensive to ascertain precise thresholds. Conversely, where a more extensive literature is available that clarifies the relation between health and the primary biological effects, this can be useful for setting guidelines. For example, if the thermal physiology literature demonstrated that local temperature elevations of a particular magnitude caused harm, but radiofrequency exposure known to produce a similar temperature elevation had not been evaluated for harm, then it would be reasonable to also consider this thermal physiology literature. ICNIRP refers to thresholds derived from such additional literature as operational adverse health effect thresholds.

It is important to note that ICNIRP only uses operational thresholds to set restrictions where they are lower (more conservative) than those demonstrated to adversely affect health in the radiofrequency literature, or where the radiofrequency literature does not provide sufficient evidence to deduce an adverse health effect threshold. For the purpose of determining thresholds, evidence of adverse health effects arising from all radiofrequency EMF exposures is considered, including those referred to as ‘low-level’ and ‘non-thermal’, and including those where mechanisms have not been elucidated. Similarly, as there is no evidence that continuous (e.g., sinusoidal) and discontinuous (e.g., pulsed) EMFs result in different biological effects (Kowalczuk et al. 2010; Juutilainen et al. 2011), no theoretical distinction has been made between these types of exposure (all exposures have been considered empirically in terms of whether they adversely affect health).

Thresholds for Radiofrequency EMF-Induced Health Effects

Nerve stimulation. Exposure to EMFs can induce electric fields within the body, which for frequencies up to 10 MHz can stimulate nerves (Saunders and Jefferys 2007). The effect of this stimulation varies as a function of frequency, and it is typically reported as a “tingling” sensation for frequencies around 100 kHz. As frequency increases, heating effects predominate and the likelihood of nerve stimulation decreases; at 10 MHz the effect of the electric field is typically described as “warmth.” Nerve stimulation by induced electric fields is detailed in the ICNIRP low frequency guidelines (2010).

Changes to permeability of cell membranes. When (low frequency) EMFs are pulsed, the power is distributed across a range of frequencies, which can include radiofrequency EMFs (Joshi and Schoenbach 2010). If the pulse is sufficiently intense and brief, exposure to the resultant EMFs may cause cell membranes to become permeable, which in turn can lead to other cellular changes. However, there is no evidence that the radiofrequency spectral component from an EMF pulse (without the low-frequency component) is sufficient to cause changes in the permeability of cell membranes. The restrictions on nerve stimulation in the ICNIRP (2010) guidelines (and used here) are sufficient to ensure that permeability changes do not occur, so additional protection from the resultant radiofrequency EMFs is not necessary. Membrane permeability changes have also been shown to occur with 18 GHz continuous wave exposure (e.g., Nguyen et al. 2015). This has only been demonstrated in vitro, and the effect requires very high exposure levels (circum 5 kW kg⁻¹, over many minutes) that far exceed those required to cause thermally-induced harm (see “Temperature rise” section). Therefore, there is also no need to specifically set restrictions to protect against this effect, as the restrictions designed to protect against smaller temperature rises described in the “Temperature Rise” section will also provide protection against this.

Temperature rise. Radiofrequency EMFs can generate heat in the body and it is important that this heat is kept to a safe level. However, as can be seen from Appendix B, there is a dearth of radiofrequency exposure research using sufficient power to cause heat-induced health effects. Of particular note is that although exposures (and resultant temperature rises) have occasionally been shown to cause severe harm, the literature lacks concomitant evidence of the lowest exposures required to cause harm. For very low exposure levels (such as within the ICNIRP (1998) basic restrictions) there is extensive evidence that the amount of heat generated is not sufficient to cause harm, but for exposure levels above those of the ICNIRP (1998) basic restriction levels, there is limited research. Where there is good reason to expect health impairment at temperatures lower than those shown to impair health via radiofrequency EMF exposure, ICNIRP uses those lower temperatures as a basis for its restrictions (see “Radiofrequency EMF health research” section).

It is important to note that these guidelines restrict radiofrequency EMF exposure to limit temperature rise rather than absolute temperature, whereas health effects are primarily related to absolute temperature. This strategy is used because it is not feasible to limit absolute temperature, which is dependent on many factors that are outside the scope of these guidelines, such as environmental temperature, clothing and work rate. This means that if exposure caused a given temperature rise, this could improve, not affect, or impair health depending on a person’s initial temperature. For example, mild heating can be pleasant if a person is cold, but unpleasant if they are already very hot. The restrictions are therefore set to avoid significant increase in temperature, where “significant” is considered in light of both potential harm and normal physiological temperature variation. These guidelines differentiate between steady-state temperature rises (where temperature increases
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slowly, allowing time for heat to dissipate over a larger tissue mass and for thermoregulatory processes to counter temperature rise), and brief temperature rises (where there may not be sufficient time for heat to dissipate, which can result in larger temperature rises in small regions given the same absorbed radiofrequency energy). This distinction suggests the need to account for steady-state and brief exposure durations separately.

Steady-state temperature rise

Body core temperature. Body core temperature refers to the temperature deep within the body, such as in the abdomen and brain, and varies substantially as a function of such factors as sex, age, time of day, work rate, environmental conditions and thermoregulation. For example, although the mean body core temperature is approximately 37°C (and within the “normothermic” range), this typically varies over a 24-h period to meet physiological needs, with the magnitude of the variation as large as 1°C (Reilly et al. 2007). As thermal load increases, thermoregulatory functions such as vasodilation and sweating can be engaged to restrict body core temperature rise. This is important because a variety of health effects can occur once body core temperature has increased by more than approximately 1°C (termed “hyperthermia”). For example, risk of accident increases with hyperthermia (Ramsey et al. 1983), and at body core temperatures >40°C it can lead to heat stroke, which can be fatal (Cheshire 2016).

Detailed guidelines are available for minimizing adverse health risk associated with hyperthermia within the occupational setting (ACGIH 2017). These aim to modify work environments in order to keep body core temperature within +1°C of normothermia, and require substantial knowledge of each particular situation due to the range of variables that can affect it. As described in Appendix B, body core temperature rise due to radiofrequency EMFs that results in harm is only seen where temperature increases more than +1°C, with no clear evidence of a specific threshold for adverse health effects. Due to the limited literature available, ICNIRP has adopted a conservative temperature rise value as the operational adverse health effect threshold (the 1°C rise of ACGIH 2017). It is important to note that significant physiological changes can occur when body core temperature increases by 1°C. Such changes are part of the body’s normal thermoregulatory response (e.g., Van den Heuvel et al. 2017), and thus do not in themselves represent an adverse health effect.

Recent theoretical modeling and generalization from experimental research across a range of species predicts that

exposures resulting in a whole-body average SAR of approximately 6 W kg⁻¹, within the 100 kHz to 6 GHz range, over at least a 1-hour interval under thermoneutral conditions (28°C, naked, at rest), is required to induce a 1°C body core temperature rise in human adults. A higher SAR is required to reach this temperature rise in children due to their more-efficient heat dissipation (Hirata et al. 2013). However, given the limited measurement data available, ICNIRP has adopted a conservative position and uses 4 W kg⁻¹ averaged over 30 min as the radiofrequency EMF exposure level corresponding to a body core temperature rise of 1°C. An averaging time of 30 min is used to take into account the time it takes to reach a steady-state temperature (for more details, see Appendix A, “Temporal averaging considerations” section). As a comparison, a human adult generates a total of approximately 1 W kg⁻¹ at rest (Weyand et al. 2009), nearly 2 W kg⁻¹ standing, and 12 W kg⁻¹ running (Teunissen et al. 2007).

As EMF frequency increases, exposure of the body and the resultant heating becomes more superficial, and above about 6 GHz this heating occurs predominantly within the skin. For example, 86% of the power at 6 and 300 GHz is absorbed within 8 and 0.2 mm of the surface respectively (Sasaki et al. 2017). Compared to heat in deep tissues, heat in superficial tissues is more easily removed from the body because it is easier for the thermal energy to transfer to the environment. This is why basic restrictions to protect against body core temperature rise have traditionally been limited to frequencies below 10 GHz (e.g., ICNIRP 1998). However, research has shown that EMF frequencies above 300 GHz (e.g., infrared radiation) can increase body core temperature beyond the 1°C operational adverse health effect threshold described above (Brockow et al. 2007). This is because infrared radiation, as well as lower frequencies within the scope of the present guidelines, cause heating within the dermis, and the extensive vascular network within the dermis can transport this heat deep within the body. It is therefore appropriate to also protect against body core temperature rise above 6 GHz.

ICNIRP is not aware of research that has assessed the effect of 6 to 300 GHz EMFs on body core temperature, nor of research that has demonstrated that it is harmful. However, as a conservative measure, ICNIRP uses the 4 W kg⁻¹ corresponding to the operational adverse health effect threshold for frequencies up to 6 GHz, for the >6 to 300 GHz range also. In support of this being a conservative value, it has been shown that 1260 W m⁻² (incident power density) infrared radiation exposure to one side of the body results in a 1°C body core temperature rise (Brockow et al., 2007). If we related this to the exposure of a 70 kg adult with an exposed surface area of 1 m² and no skin reflectance, this would result in a whole-body exposure of approximately 18 W kg⁻¹; this is far higher than the 4 W kg⁻¹ exposure level for EMFs below 6 GHz that is taken to represent a 1°C body
core temperature rise. This is viewed as additionally conservative given that the Brockow et al. study reduced heat dissipation using a thermal blanket, which would underestimate the exposure required to increase body core temperature under typical conditions.

Local temperature. In addition to body core temperature, excessive localized heating can cause pain and thermal damage. There is an extensive literature showing that skin contact with temperatures below 42°C for extended periods will not cause pain or damage cells (e.g., Defrin et al. 2006). As described in Appendix B, this is consistent with the limited data available for radiofrequency EMF heating of the skin [e.g., Walters et al. (2000) reported a pain threshold of 43°C using 94 GHz exposure], but fewer data are available for heat sources that penetrate beyond the protective epidermis and to the heat-sensitive epidermis/dermis interface. However, there is also a substantial body of literature assessing thresholds for tissue damage which shows that damage can occur at tissue temperatures >41–43°C, with damage likelihood and severity increasing as a function of time at such temperatures (e.g., Dewhirst et al. 2003; Yarmolenko et al. 2011; Van Rhoon et al. 2013).

The present guidelines treat radiofrequency EMF exposure that results in local temperatures of 41°C or greater as potentially harmful. As body temperature varies as a function of body region, ICNIRP treats exposure to different regions separately. Corresponding to these regions, the present guidelines define two tissue types which, based on their temperature under normothermal conditions, are assigned different operational adverse health effect thresholds; “Type-1” tissue (all tissues in the upper arm, forearm, hand, thigh, leg, foot, pinna and the cornea, anterior chamber and iris of the eye, epidermal, dermal, fat, muscle, and bone tissue), and “Type-2” tissue (all tissues in the head, eye, abdomen, back, thorax, and pelvis, excluding those defined as Type-1 tissue). The normothermal temperature of Type 1 tissue is typically <33–36 °C, and that of Type-2 tissue <38.5 °C (DuBois 1941; Aschoff and Wever 1958; Arens and Zhang 2006; Shafahi and Vafai 2011). These values were used to define operational thresholds for local heat-induced health effects; adopting 41 °C as potentially harmful, the present guidelines take a conservative approach and treat radiofrequency EMF-induced temperature rises of 5°C and 2°C, respectively, as operational adverse health effect thresholds for local exposure.

It is difficult to set exposure restrictions as a function of the above tissue-type classification. ICNIRP thus defines two regions and sets separate exposure restrictions, where relevant, for these regions: “Head and Torso,” comprising the head, eye, pinna, abdomen, back, thorax and pelvis, which includes both Type-1 and Type-2 tissue, and the “Limbs,” comprising the upper arm, forearm, hand, thigh, leg and foot, which only includes Type-1 tissue. Exposure levels have been determined for each of these regions such that they do not result in temperature rises of more than 5°C and 2°C, in Type-1 and Type-2 tissue, respectively. As the Limbs, by definition, do not contain any Type-2 tissue, the operational adverse health effect threshold for the Limbs is always 5°C.

The testes can be viewed as representing a special case, whereby reversible, graded, functional change can occur within normal physiological temperature variation if maintained over extended periods, with no apparent threshold. For example, spermatogenesis is reversibly reduced as a result of the up to 2°C increase caused by normal activities such as sitting (relative to standing; Mieusset and Bujan 1995). Thus, it is possible that the operational adverse health effect threshold for Type-2 tissue may result in reversible changes to sperm function. However, there is currently no evidence that such effects are sufficient to impair health. Accordingly, ICNIRP views the operational adverse health effect threshold of 2°C for Type-2 tissue, which is within the normal physiological range for the testes, as appropriate for them also. Note that the operational adverse health effect threshold for Type-2 tissue, which includes the abdomen and thus potentially the fetus, is also consistent with protecting against the fetal temperature rise threshold of 2°C for teratogenic effects in animals (Edwards et al. 2003; Ziskin and Morrissey 2011).

Within the 100 kHz to 6 GHz EMF range, average SAR over 10 g provides an appropriate measure of the radiofrequency EMF-induced steady-state temperature rise within tissue. A 10-g mass is used because, although there can initially be EMF-induced temperature heterogeneity within that mass, heat diffusion rapidly distributes the thermal energy to a much larger volume that is well-represented by a 10-g cubic mass (Hirata and Fujiiwara 2009). In specifying exposures that correspond to the operational adverse health effect thresholds, ICNIRP thus specifies an average exposure over a 10-g cubic mass, such that the exposure will keep the Type-1 and Type-2 tissue temperature rises below 5 and 2°C respectively. Further, ICNIRP assumes realistic exposures (exposure scenarios that people may encounter in daily life, including occupationally), such as from EMFs from radio-communications sources. This method provides for higher exposures in the Limbs than in the Head and Torso. A SAR10g of at least 20 W kg⁻¹ is required to exceed the operational adverse health effect thresholds in the Head and Torso, and 40 W kg⁻¹ in the Limbs, over an interval sufficient to produce a steady-state temperature (from a few minutes to 30 min). This time interval is operationalized as a 6-min average as it closely matches the thermal time constant for local exposure.

Within the >6 to 300 GHz range, EMF energy is deposited predominantly in superficial tissues; this makes SAR10g.
which includes deeper tissues, less relevant to this frequency range. Conversely, absorbed power density (S\text{ab}) provides a measure of the power absorbed in tissue that closely approximates the superficial temperature rise (Funahashi et al. 2018). From 6 to 10 GHz there may still be significant absorption in the subcutaneous tissue. However, the maximum and thus worst-case temperature rise from 6 to 300 GHz is close to the skin surface, and exposure that will restrict temperature rise to below the operational adverse health effect threshold for Type-1 tissue (5°C) will also restrict temperature rise to below the operational adverse health effect threshold for Type-2 tissue (2°C). Note that there is uncertainty with regard to the precise frequency for the change from SAR to absorbed power density. Six GHz was chosen because at that frequency, most of the absorbed power is within the cutaneous tissue, which is within the upper half of a 10-g SAR cubic volume (that is, it can be represented by the 2.15 cm × 2.15 cm surface of the cube). Recent thermal modeling and analytical solutions suggest that for EMF frequencies between 6 and 30 GHz, the exposure over a square averaging area of 4 cm² provides a good estimate of local maximum temperature rise (Hashimoto et al. 2017; Foster et al. 2017). As frequency increases further, the averaging area needs to be reduced to account for the possibility of smaller beam diameters, such that it is 1 cm² from approximately 30 GHz to 300 GHz. Although the averaging area that best corresponds to temperature rise would therefore gradually change from 4 cm² to 1 cm² as frequency increases from 6 to 300 GHz, ICNIRP uses a square averaging area of 4 cm² for >6 to 300 GHz as a practical protection specification. Moreover, from >30 to 300 GHz (where focal beam exposure can occur), an additional spatial average of 1 cm² is used to ensure that the operational adverse health effect thresholds are not exceeded over smaller regions.

As 6 minutes is an appropriate averaging interval (Morimoto et al. 2017), and as an absorbed power density of approximately 200 W m⁻² is required to produce the Type-1 tissue operational adverse health effect threshold of a 5°C local temperature rise for frequencies of >6 to 300 GHz (Sasaki et al. 2017), ICNIRP has set the absorbed power density value for local heating, averaged over 6 min and a square 4-cm² region, at 200 W m⁻²; this will also restrict temperature rise in Type-2 tissue to below the operational adverse health effect threshold of 2°C. An additional specification of 400 W m⁻² has been set for spatial averages of square 1-cm² regions, for frequencies >30 GHz.

Rapid temperature rise

For some types of exposure, rapid temperature rise can result in “hot spots,” heterogeneous temperature distribution over tissue mass (Foster et al. 2016; Morimoto et al. 2017; Laakso et al. 2017; Kodera et al. 2018). This suggests the need to consider averaging over smaller time-intervals for certain types of exposure. Hot spots can occur for short duration exposures because there is not sufficient time for heat to dissipate (or average out) over tissue. This effect is more pronounced as frequency increases due to the smaller penetration depth.

To account for such heterogeneous temperature distributions, an adjustment to the steady-state exposure level is required. This can be achieved by specifying the maximum exposure level allowed, as a function of time, in order to restrict temperature rise to below the operational adverse health effect thresholds.

From 400 MHz to 6 GHz, ICNIRP specifies the restriction in terms of specific energy absorption (SA) of any 10-g cubic mass, where SA is restricted to 7.2[0.05 +0.95/(t/360)⁰.⁵] kJ kg⁻¹ for Head and Torso, and 14.4 [0.025 +0.975/(t/360)⁰.⁵] kJ kg⁻¹ for Limb exposure, where t is exposure interval in seconds (Kodera et al. 2018). Note that for this specification, exposure from any pulse, group of pulses, or subgroup of pulses in a train, as well as from the total (sum) of exposures (including non-pulsed EMF), delivered in t seconds, must not exceed the below formulae (in order to ensure that the temperature thresholds are not exceeded).

There is no brief-interval exposure level specified below 400 MHz because, due to the large penetration depth, the total SA resulting from the 6-minute local SAR average cannot increase temperature by more than the operational adverse health effect threshold (regardless of the particular pattern of pulses or brief exposures).

Above 6 GHz, ICNIRP specifies the exposure level for both Head and Torso, and Limbs, in terms of absorbed energy density (U\text{ab}) over any square averaging area of 4 cm², such that U\text{ab} is specified as 72[0.05 +0.95/(t/360)⁰.⁵] kJ m⁻², where t is the exposure interval in seconds (extension of Kodera et al. 2018).

An additional exposure level for square 1-cm² averaging areas is applicable for EMFs with frequencies of >30 to 300 GHz to account for focused beam exposure and is given by 144[0.025 +0.975/(t/360)⁰.⁵] kJ m⁻².

The SA and U\text{ab} values are conservative in that they are not sufficient to raise Type 1 or Type 2 tissue temperatures by 5 or 2°C, respectively.

GUIDELINES FOR LIMITING RADIOFREQUENCY EMF EXPOSURE

As described in the “Scientific Basis for Limiting Radiofrequency Exposure” section, radiofrequency EMF levels corresponding to operational adverse health effects were identified. Basic restrictions have been derived from these and are described in the “Basic Restrictions” section below. The basic restrictions related to nerve stimulation
Table 2. Basic restrictions for electromagnetic field exposure from 100 kHz to 300 GHz, for averaging intervals $\geq 6$ min.\textsuperscript{a}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure scenario</th>
<th>Frequency range</th>
<th>Whole-body average SAR (W kg\textsuperscript{-1})</th>
<th>Local Head/Torso SAR (W kg\textsuperscript{-1})</th>
<th>Local Limb SAR (W kg\textsuperscript{-1})</th>
<th>Local $S_{ab}$ (W m\textsuperscript{2})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occupational</td>
<td>100 kHz to 6 GHz</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$&gt;$6 to 300 GHz</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General public</td>
<td>100 kHz to 6 GHz</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$&gt;$6 to 300 GHz</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}Note:
1. “NA” signifies “not applicable” and does not need to be taken into account when determining compliance.
2. Whole-body average SAR is to be averaged over 30 min.
3. Local SAR and $S_{ab}$ exposures are to be averaged over 6 min.
4. Local SAR is to be averaged over a $10$-g cubic mass.
5. Local $S_{ab}$ is to be averaged over a square $4$-cm\textsuperscript{2} surface area of the body. Above 30 GHz, an additional constraint is imposed, such that exposure averaged over a square $1$-cm\textsuperscript{2} surface area of the body is restricted to two times that of the $4$-cm\textsuperscript{2} restriction.

Basic Restrictions

Basic restriction values are provided in Tables 2–4 with an overview of their derivation described below. As described above, the basic restrictions from ICNIRP (2010) for the frequency range 100 kHz to 10 MHz have not been re-evaluated here; these are described in Table 4. A more detailed description of issues pertinent to the basic restrictions is provided in Appendix A, in the “Relevant Biophysical Mechanisms” section. Note that for the basic restrictions described below, a pregnant woman is treated as a member of the general public. This is because recent modeling suggests that for both whole-body and local exposure scenarios, exposure of the mother at the occupational basic restrictions can lead to fetal exposures that exceed the general public basic restrictions.

Whole-body average SAR (100 kHz to 300 GHz). As described in the “Body core temperature” section, the guidelines take a whole-body average SAR of $4$ W kg\textsuperscript{-1},...
averaged over the entire body mass and a 30-minute interval, as the exposure level corresponding to the operational adverse health effect threshold for an increase in body core temperature of 1°C. A reduction factor of 10 was applied to this threshold for occupational exposure to account for scientific uncertainty, as well as differences in thermal physiology across the population and variability in environmental conditions and physical activity levels. Variability in an individual’s ability to regulate their body core temperature is particularly important as it is dependent on a range of factors that the guidelines cannot control. These include central and peripherally-mediated changes to blood perfusion and sweat rate (which are in turn affected by a range of other factors, including age and certain medical conditions), as well as behavior and environmental conditions.

Thus the basic restriction for occupational exposure becomes a whole-body average SAR of 0.4 W kg\(^{-1}\), averaged over 30 min. Although this means that SAR can be larger for smaller time intervals, this will not affect body core temperature rise appreciably because the temperature will be “averaged-out” within the body over the 30-min interval, and it is this time-averaged temperature rise that is relevant here. Further, as both whole-body and local restrictions must be met simultaneously, exposures sufficiently high to be hazardous locally will be protected against by the local restrictions described below.

As the general public cannot be expected to be aware of exposures and thus to mitigate risk, a reduction factor of 50 was applied for the general public, making the whole-body average SAR restriction for the general public 0.08 W kg\(^{-1}\), averaged over 30 min.

It is noteworthy that the scientific uncertainty pertaining to both dosimetry and potential health consequences of whole-body radiofrequency exposure have reduced substantially since the ICNIRP (1998) guidelines. This would justify less conservative reduction factors, but as ICNIRP considers that the benefits of maintaining stable basic restrictions outweighs any benefits that subtle changes to them would provide, ICNIRP has retained the same reduction factors as before for the whole-body average basic restrictions. Similarly, although temperature rise is more superficial as frequency increases (and thus it is easier for the resultant heat to be lost to the environment), the whole-body average SAR restrictions above 6 GHz have been conservatively set the same as those ≤6 GHz.

### Local SAR (100 kHz to 6 GHz)

#### Head and Torso

As described in the “Local temperature” section within the 100 kHz to 6 GHz range, the guidelines take a SAR of 20 W kg\(^{-1}\), averaged over a 10-g cubic mass and 6-min interval, as the local exposure level corresponding to the operational adverse health effect threshold for the Head and Torso (5°C in Type-1 tissue and 2°C in Type-2 tissue). A reduction factor of 2 was applied to this for occupational exposure to account for scientific uncertainty, as well as differences in thermal physiology across the population and variability in environmental conditions and physical activity levels. Reduction factors for local exposure are smaller than for whole-body exposure because the associated health effect threshold is less dependent on environmental conditions and the highly variable centrally-mediated thermoregulatory processes, and because the associated health effect is less serious medically. Thus, the basic restriction for occupational exposure becomes a SAR\(_{10g}\) of 10 W kg\(^{-1}\), averaged over a 6-min interval. As the general public cannot be expected to be aware of exposures and thus to mitigate risk, and also recognizing greater differences in thermal physiology in the general population, a reduction factor of 10 was applied for the general public, reducing the general public basic restriction to a SAR\(_{10g}\) of 2 W kg\(^{-1}\) averaged over a 6-min interval.

#### Limbs

As described in the “Local temperature” section, within the 100 kHz to 6 GHz range, the guidelines take a SAR of 40 W kg\(^{-1}\), averaged over a 10-g cubic mass and 6-min interval, as the local exposure level corresponding to the operational adverse health effect threshold for the Limbs of a 5°C rise in local temperature. As with the Head and Torso restrictions, a reduction factor of 2 was applied to this threshold for occupational exposure to account for scientific uncertainty, as well as differences in thermal physiology across the population and variability in environmental conditions and physical activity levels. This results in a basic restriction for occupational exposure of a SAR\(_{10g}\) of 20 W kg\(^{-1}\). As the general public cannot be expected to be aware of exposures and thus to mitigate risk, and also to recognize greater differences in thermal physiology in the general population, a reduction factor of 10 was applied for the general public, reducing the general public restriction to 4 W kg\(^{-1}\) averaged over a 6-min interval.

#### Local SA (400 MHz to 6 GHz)

As described in the “Rapid temperature rise” section, within the >400 MHz to 6 GHz range, an additional constraint is required to ensure that the cumulative energy permitted by the 6-minute
average SAR_{10g} basic restriction is not absorbed by tissues too rapidly. Accordingly, ICNIRP sets an SA level for exposure intervals of less than 6 min, as a function of time, to limit temperature rise to below the operational adverse health effect thresholds. This SA level, averaged over a 10-g cubic mass, is given by \(7.2[0.05+0.95(t/360)^{0.5}]\) kJ kg\(^{-1}\) for the Head and Torso, and \(14.4[0.025+0.975(t/360)^{0.5}]\) kJ kg\(^{-1}\) for the Limbs, where \(t\) is exposure duration in seconds.

As with the SAR_{10g} basic restrictions, a reduction factor of 2 was applied to these exposure levels for occupational exposure to account for scientific uncertainty, as well as differences in thermal physiology across the population and variability in environmental conditions and physical activity levels. This results in a basic restriction for the Head and Torso of \(3.6[0.05+0.95(t/360)^{0.5}]\) kJ kg\(^{-1}\), and for the Limbs of \(7.2[0.025+0.975(t/360)^{0.5}]\) kJ kg\(^{-1}\). As the general public cannot be expected to be aware of exposures and thus to mitigate risk, and to recognize greater differences in thermal physiology in the general population, a reduction factor of 10 was applied for the general public. This makes the general public restriction of \(0.72[0.05+0.95(t/360)^{0.5}]\) kJ kg\(^{-1}\) for the Head and Torso, and \(1.44[0.025+0.975(t/360)^{0.5}]\) kJ kg\(^{-1}\) for the Limbs.

Note that for these brief exposure basic restrictions, the exposure from any pulse, group of pulses, or subgroup of pulses in a train, as well as from the summation of exposures (including non-pulsed EMFs), delivered in \(t\) seconds, must not exceed these local SA values.

**Local absorbed power density (>6 GHz to 300 GHz).** As described in the “Rapid temperature rise” section, within the >6 to 300 GHz range, an additional basic restriction is required to ensure that the cumulative energy permitted by the 6-min average absorbed power density basic restriction is not absorbed by tissue too rapidly. Accordingly, for both the Head and Torso, and Limbs, ICNIRP set a maximum absorbed energy density level for exposure intervals of less than 6 minutes, as a function of time, to limit temperature rise to below the operational adverse health effect thresholds for both Type-1 and Type-2 tissues. This absorbed energy density level, averaged over any square 1-cm\(^2\) surface area of the body, is given by \(72[0.05+0.95(t/360)^{0.5}]\) kJ m\(^{-2}\), where \(t\) is exposure duration in seconds. To account for focal beam exposure from >30 to 300 GHz, the absorbed energy density level corresponding to the operational adverse health effect threshold, averaged over a square 1-cm\(^2\) surface area of the body, is given by \(144[0.025+0.975(t/360)^{0.5}]\) kJ m\(^{-2}\). Note that for these basic restrictions for brief exposures, the exposure from any pulse, group of pulses, or subgroup of pulses in a train, as well as from the summation of exposures (including non-pulsed EMFs), delivered in \(t\) seconds, must be used to satisfy this formula.

As with the absorbed power density basic restrictions, a reduction factor of 2 was applied to this exposure level for occupational exposure to account for scientific uncertainty, as well as differences in thermal physiology across the population and variability in environmental conditions and physical activity levels. This results in a basic restriction for occupational exposure of \(36[0.05+0.95(t/360)^{0.5}]\) kJ m\(^{-2}\), over any square 4-cm\(^2\) surface area of the body. From >30 to 300 GHz, an additional basic restriction for occupational exposure is \(72[0.025+0.975(t/360)^{0.5}]\) kJ m\(^{-2}\), averaged over any square 1-cm\(^2\) surface area of the body. As the general public cannot be expected to be aware of exposures and thus to mitigate risk, and to recognize greater differences in thermal physiology in the general population, a reduction factor of 10 was applied for the general public, reducing the general public restriction to \(7.2[0.05+0.95(t/360)^{0.5}]\) kJ m\(^{-2}\), averaged over any square 4-cm\(^2\) surface area of the body. From >30 to 300 GHz, an additional basic restriction for the general public is \(14.4[0.025+0.975(t/360)^{0.5}]\) kJ m\(^{-2}\), averaged over any square 1-cm\(^2\) surface area of the body.

**Basic restriction tables.** To be compliant with the basic restrictions, radiofrequency EMF exposure must not exceed the restrictions specified for that EMF frequency in Table 2, 3 or 4. That is, for any given radiofrequency EMF frequency, relevant whole-body SAR, local
SAR, $S_{ab}$, $U_{ab}$ and induced E-field restrictions must be met simultaneously.

Reference Levels
Reference levels have been derived from a combination of computational and measurement studies to provide a means of demonstrating compliance using quantities that are more-easily assessed than basic restrictions, but that provide an equivalent level of protection to the basic restrictions for worst-case exposure scenarios. However, as the derivations rely on conservative assumptions, in most exposure scenarios the reference levels will be more conservative than the corresponding basic restrictions. Further details regarding the reference levels are provided in Appendix A, the “Derivation of Reference Levels” section.

Reference levels are provided in Tables 5–9. Figures 1 and 2 provide graphical representations of the occupational and general public reference level values for extended durations of exposure ($\geq 6$ min). Table 5 reference levels are averaged over a 30-min interval, and correspond to the whole-body average basic restrictions. Table 6 (averaged over a 6-min interval), Table 7 (integrated over intervals between $>0$ and $<6$ min), and Table 8 (peak instantaneous field strength measures) each relate to basic restrictions that are averaged over smaller body regions. Additional limb current reference levels have been set to account for effects of grounding near human body resonance frequencies (Dimbylow 2001) that might otherwise lead to reference levels underestimating exposures within tissue at certain EMF frequencies (averaged over 6 min; Table 9). Limb current reference levels are only relevant in exposure scenarios where a person is not electrically isolated.

An important consideration for the application of reference levels is to what degree the quantities used to assess compliance with the reference levels (i.e., $E_{inc}$, $H_{inc}$, $S_{inc}$, $U_{inc}$, $S_{eq}$, $U_{eq}$, $I$) adequately predict the quantities used to assess compliance with the basic restrictions. In situations where reference level quantities are associated with greater uncertainty, reference levels must be applied more conservatively. For the purposes of the guidelines, the degree of adequacy strongly depends on whether external EMFs can be considered to be within the far-field, radiative near-field or reactive near-field zone. Accordingly, in most cases, different reference level assessment rules have been set for EMFs as a function of whether they are within the far-field, radiative or reactive near-field zone.

A difficulty with this approach is that other factors may also affect the adequacy of estimating basic restriction quantities from reference level quantities. These include the EMF frequency, physical dimensions of the EMF source and its distance from the resultant external EMFs assessed, as well as the degree to which the EMFs vary over the space to be occupied by a person. Taking into account such sources of uncertainty, the guidelines have more conservative rules for exposure in the reactive and radiative near-field than far-field zone. It is noted that there is no simple delineation of the far-field, radiative and reactive near-field zones that is sufficient for ensuring that reference levels will adequately correspond to the basic restrictions. Accordingly, although a definition of these zones is provided in

Note that although the term internal is used in place of induced in ICNIRP (2010), induced is used here for consistency within the present document.
Appendix A in the “General Considerations for Reference Levels” section this is only intended as a guide, and information from a technical standards body, designed to specify external exposures for each EMF source type to more adequately match the basic restrictions, should be utilized to improve reference level assessment procedures.

Related to the near- and far-field zone distinctions, for some exposure conditions the less onerous plane wave equivalent incident power density (Sinc) and plane wave equivalent incident energy density (Ueq) quantities can be used in place of Sinc and Uinc, respectively; where this is permitted, it is specified below. In such cases, the plane wave equivalent incident energy densities are to be averaged in the same way as described in Tables 5–7 for the corresponding incident power densities.

In terms of electromagnetic fields in the far-field zone, the following rules apply. For EMF frequencies from >30 MHz to 2 GHz, ICNIRP requires compliance to be demonstrated for only one of the E-field, H-field or Sinc quantities in order to be compliant with that particular reference level. Further, Sinc can be substituted for Sinc. Similarly, for EMF frequencies >400 MHz where the restrictions are specified in terms of Uinc, these can be substituted for by Ueq EMF frequencies from 100 kHz to 30 MHz are treated as always being within the near-field zone; see next paragraph.

In terms of electromagnetic fields in the near-field zones, the following rules apply. From 100 kHz to 30 MHz, relevant personal exposures from present radiofrequency EMF sources are typically within the near-field zone. The present guidelines treat all exposures within this frequency range as near-field, and requires compliance with both the E-field and H-field reference levels in order to be compliant with the reference levels. For EMF frequencies from >30 MHz to 2 GHz, personal exposure within either the radiative or reactive near-field zones is treated as compliant if both the E-field and H-field strengths are below the reference level values described in the tables. For frequencies >30 MHz to 300 GHz, personal exposure within the radiative near-field zone is treated as compliant if Sinc (or, where relevant Uinc) is below the reference level value. However, for exposure within the >2 to 300 GHz range, within the reactive near-field the quantities applied for the reference level values are treated as inadequate to ensure compliance with the basic restrictions. In such cases, compliance with the basic restrictions must be assessed.

ICNIRP is aware that for some exposure scenarios, radiofrequency EMFs at the reference levels specified below could potentially result in exposure that exceeds basic restrictions. Where such scenarios were identified, ICNIRP determined whether the reference levels needed to be reduced by considering the magnitude of the difference between the resultant tissue exposure and corresponding basic restriction (including comparison with the associated dosimetric uncertainty), and whether the violation was likely to adversely affect health (including consideration of the degree of conservativeness in the associated basic
Simultaneous Exposure to Multiple Frequency Fields

It is important to determine whether, in situations of simultaneous exposure to fields of different frequencies, these restrictions). Where the difference was small, and where it would not adversely affect health, reference levels were retained that can potentially result in exposures that exceed the basic restrictions.

This situation has been shown to occur in terms of the reference levels corresponding to whole-body average SAR basic restrictions, which, in the frequency range of body resonance (up to 100 MHz) and from 1 to 4 GHz, can potentially lead to whole-body average SARs that exceed the basic restrictions (ICNIRP 2009). The exposure scenario where this can potentially occur is very specific, requiring a small stature person (such as a 3-years-old child) to be extended (e.g., standing still and straight with arms above the head) for at least 30 min, while being subject to a plane wave exposure within the above frequency ranges, incident to the child from front to back. The resultant SAR elevation is small relative to the basic restriction (15–40%), which is similar to or smaller than the whole-body average SAR measurement uncertainty (Flintoft et al. 2014; Nagaoka and Watanabe 2019), there are many levels of conservativeness built into the basic restriction derivation itself, and importantly, this will not impact on health. This latter point is important because the basic restriction that this relates to was set to protect against body core temperature rises of greater than 1°C, and being of small stature, the individual in this hypothetical exposure scenario would more easily dissipate heat to the environment than a larger person due to their increased body “surface area-to-mass ratio” (Hirata et al. 2013). Within a small stature person the net effect of this “increased whole-body average SAR” and “increased heat loss” would be a smaller temperature rise than would occur in a person of larger stature who did not exceed the basic restriction, and in both cases would be substantially smaller than 1°C. ICNIRP has thus not altered the reference levels to account for this situation.
exposures are additive in their effects. Additivity should be examined separately for the effects of thermal and electrical stimulation, and restrictions met after accounting for such additivity. The formulae below apply to relevant frequencies under practical exposure situations. As the below reference level summation formulae assume worst-case conditions among the fields from multiple sources, typical exposure situations may in practice result in lower exposure levels than indicated by the formulae for the reference levels.

The following issues are noted. In terms of the reference levels, the largest ratio of the E-field strength, H-field strength or power density, relative to the corresponding reference level values, should be evaluated to demonstrate compliance. Reference levels are defined in terms of external reference level values, should be evaluated to demonstrate compliance if neither peak spatial $E_{\text{inc}}$ or peak spatial $H_{\text{inc}}$, over the projected whole-body space, exceeds the above reference level values; (b) within the reactive near-field zone, reference level values.

Reference levels for local exposure, integrated over intervals of between >0 and <6 minutes, to electromagnetic fields from 100 kHz to 300 GHz (unperturbed rms values). $^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure scenario</th>
<th>Frequency range</th>
<th>Incident energy density; $U_{\text{inc}}$ (kJ m$^{-2}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occupational</td>
<td>100 kHz – 400 MHz</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;400 – 2000 MHz</td>
<td>0.29$f_G^{0.86} \times 0.36[0.05+0.95/(t/360)^{0.5}]$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;2 – 6 GHz</td>
<td>200 $\times 0.36[0.05+0.95/(t/360)^{0.5}]$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;6 – &lt;300 GHz</td>
<td>275$f_G^{0.177} \times 0.36[0.05+0.95/(t/360)^{0.5}]$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 GHz</td>
<td>100 $\times 0.36[0.05+0.95/(t/360)^{0.5}]$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General public</td>
<td>100 kHz – 400 MHz</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;400 – 2000 MHz</td>
<td>0.058$f_G^{0.86} \times 0.36[0.05+0.95/(t/360)^{0.5}]$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;2 – 6 GHz</td>
<td>40 $\times 0.36[0.05+0.95/(t/360)^{0.5}]$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;6 – &lt;300 GHz</td>
<td>55$f_G^{0.177} \times 0.36[0.05+0.95/(t/360)^{0.5}]$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 GHz</td>
<td>20 $\times 0.36[0.05+0.95/(t/360)^{0.5}]$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
1. “NA” signifies “not applicable” and does not need to be taken into account when determining compliance.
2. $f_G$ is frequency in MHz; $f_G$ is frequency in GHz; $t$ is time interval in seconds, such that exposure from any pulse, group of pulses, or subgroup of pulses in a train, as well as from the summation of exposures (including non-pulsed EMFs), delivered in $t$ seconds, must not exceed these reference level values.
3. $U_{\text{inc}}$ is to be calculated over time $t$, and where spatial averaging is specified in Notes 5–7, over the relevant projected body space.
4. For frequencies of 100 kHz to 400 MHz, >0 to <6-min restrictions are not required and so reference levels have not been set.
5. For frequencies of >400 MHz to 6 GHz: (a) within the far-field zone: compliance is demonstrated if peak spatial $U_{\text{inc}}$, over the projected whole-body space, does not exceed the above reference level values; $U_{\text{inc}}$ may be substituted for $U_{\text{inc}}$; (b) within the radiative near-field zone, compliance is demonstrated if peak spatial $U_{\text{inc}}$, over the projected whole-body space, does not exceed the above reference level values; and (c) within the reactive near-field zone, reference levels cannot be used to determine compliance, and so basic restrictions must be assessed.
6. For frequencies of >6 GHz to 300 GHz: (a) within the far-field or radiative near-field zone, compliance is demonstrated if $U_{\text{inc}}$, averaged over a square 4-cm$^2$ projected body surface space, does not exceed the above reference level values; (b) within the reactive near-field zone, reference levels cannot be used to determine compliance, and so basic restrictions must be assessed.
7. For frequencies of >30 GHz to 300 GHz: exposure averaged over a square 1-cm$^2$ projected body surface space must not exceed 275$f_G^{0.177}$ $\times 0.72[0.025+0.975/(t/360)^{0.5}]$ kJ m$^{-2}$ for occupational and 55$f_G^{0.177}$ $\times 0.72[0.025+0.975/(t/360)^{0.5}]$ kJ m$^{-2}$ for general public exposure.

Table 8. Reference levels for local exposure to electromagnetic fields from 100 kHz to 10 MHz (unperturbed rms values), for peak values. $^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure scenario</th>
<th>Frequency range</th>
<th>Incident E-field strength; $E_{\text{inc}}$ (V m$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Incident H-field strength; $H_{\text{inc}}$ (A m$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occupational</td>
<td>100 kHz – 10 MHz</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General public</td>
<td>100 kHz – 10 MHz</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
1. Regardless of the far-field/near-field zone distinction, compliance is demonstrated if neither peak spatial $E_{\text{inc}}$ or peak spatial $H_{\text{inc}}$, over the projected whole-body space, exceeds the above reference level values.

Table 9. Reference levels for current induced in any limb, averaged over 6 min, at frequencies from 100 kHz to 110 MHz. $^b$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure scenario</th>
<th>Frequency range</th>
<th>Electric current; $I$ (mA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occupational</td>
<td>100 kHz – 110 MHz</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General public</td>
<td>100 kHz – 110 MHz</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
1. Current intensity values must be determined by averaging over the relevant square values (see eqn 8 in Appendix A for details).
2. Limb current intensity must be evaluated separately for each limb.
3. Limb current reference levels are not provided for any other frequency range.
4. Limb current reference levels are only required for cases where the human body is not electrically isolated from a ground plane.
the evaluation by basic restriction and reference level can be combined. For example, the second term in eqn (2) can be replaced by the fourth term in eqn (4) for frequency components above 6 GHz. To be compliant with the guidelines, the summed values in each of Eqn (1) to (7) must be less than 1.

**Basic restrictions for intervals ≥6 min.** For practical application of the whole-body average basic restrictions, SAR should be added according to

\[
\sum_{i=100\ \text{kHz}}^{300\ \text{GHz}} \frac{\text{SAR}_i}{\text{SAR}_{BR}} \leq 1, \tag{1}
\]

where \(\text{SAR}_i\) and \(\text{SAR}_{BR}\) are the whole-body average SAR levels at frequency \(i\) and the whole-body average SAR basic restrictions given in Table 2, respectively.

For practical application of the local SAR and local absorbed power density basic restrictions, values should be added according to

\[
\sum_{i=6\ \text{GHz}}^{100\ \text{kHz}} \frac{\text{SAR}_i}{\text{SAR}_{BR}} + \sum_{i=6\ \text{GHz}}^{30\ \text{GHz}} \frac{\text{S}_{\text{ab},4\text{cm},i}}{\text{S}_{\text{ab},4\text{cm},BR}} + \sum_{i=30\ \text{GHz}}^{300\ \text{GHz}} \text{MAX} \left\{ \left( \frac{\text{S}_{\text{ab},4\text{cm},i}}{\text{S}_{\text{ab},4\text{cm},BR}} \right), \left( \frac{\text{S}_{\text{ab},1\text{cm},i}}{\text{S}_{\text{ab},1\text{cm},BR}} \right) \right\} \leq 1, \tag{2}
\]

where, \(\text{SAR}_i\) and \(\text{SAR}_{BR}\) are the local SAR level at frequency \(i\) and the local SAR basic restriction given in Table 2, respectively; \(\text{S}_{\text{ab},4\text{cm},i}\) and \(\text{S}_{\text{ab},4\text{cm},BR}\) are the 4-cm² absorbed power density level at frequency \(i\) and the 4-cm² absorbed power density basic restriction given in Table 2, respectively; \(\text{S}_{\text{ab},1\text{cm},i}\) and \(\text{S}_{\text{ab},1\text{cm},BR}\) are the 1-cm² absorbed power density level at frequency \(i\) and the 1-cm² absorbed power density basic restriction given in Table 2, respectively; inside the body, \(\text{S}_{\text{ab}}\) terms are to be treated as zero; when evaluating the summation of \(\text{SAR}\) and \(\text{S}_{\text{ab}}\) over the body surface, the center of the SAR averaging space is taken to be \(x,y,z\), such that the \(x,y\) plane is parallel to the body surface \((z = 0)\) and \(z = -1.08 \text{ cm}\) (approximately half the length of a 10-g cube), and the center of the \(\text{S}_{\text{ab}}\) averaging area is defined as \(x,y,0\); eqn (2) must be satisfied for every position in the human body.

**Reference levels for intervals ≥6 min.** For practical application of the whole-body average reference levels, incident electric field strength, incident magnetic field strength and incident power density values should be added according to;

\[
\begin{align*}
&\sum_{i=100\ \text{kHz}}^{30\ \text{MHz}} \left\{ \left( \frac{\text{E}_{\text{inc},i}}{\text{E}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\text{H}_{\text{inc},i}}{\text{H}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i}} \right)^2 \right\} \\
&+ \sum_{i=30\ \text{MHz}}^{6\ \text{GHz}} \text{MAX} \left\{ \left( \frac{\text{E}_{\text{inc},i}}{\text{E}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i}} \right)^2, \left( \frac{\text{H}_{\text{inc},i}}{\text{H}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i}} \right)^2, \left( \frac{\text{S}_{\text{inc},i}}{\text{S}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i}} \right) \right\} \\
&+ \sum_{i=6\ \text{GHz}}^{300\ \text{GHz}} \left( \frac{\text{S}_{\text{inc},i}}{\text{S}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i}} \right) \leq 1,
\end{align*}
\tag{3}
\]

where, \(\text{E}_{\text{inc},i}\) and \(\text{E}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i}\) are the whole-body average incident electric field strength and whole-body average incident electric field strength reference level given in Table 5, at frequency \(i\), respectively; \(\text{H}_{\text{inc},i}\) and \(\text{H}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i}\) are the whole-body average incident magnetic field strength and whole-body average incident magnetic field strength reference level given in Table 5, at frequency \(i\), respectively; \(\text{S}_{\text{inc},i}\) and \(\text{S}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i}\) are the whole-body average incident power density and whole-body average incident power density reference level given in Table 5, at frequency \(i\), respectively. Note that the second term is not appropriate for the reactive near-field zone, and so cannot be used in eqn (3).

For practical application of the local reference levels, incident electric field strength, incident magnetic field strength and incident power density values should be added according to

\[
\begin{align*}
&\sum_{i=100\ \text{kHz}}^{30\ \text{MHz}} \text{MAX} \left\{ \left( \frac{\text{E}_{\text{inc},i}}{\text{E}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i}} \right)^2, \left( \frac{\text{H}_{\text{inc},i}}{\text{H}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i}} \right)^2 \right\} \\
&+ \sum_{i=30\ \text{MHz}}^{6\ \text{GHz}} \text{MAX} \left\{ \left( \frac{\text{E}_{\text{inc},i}}{\text{E}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i}} \right)^2, \left( \frac{\text{H}_{\text{inc},i}}{\text{H}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i}} \right)^2, \left( \frac{\text{S}_{\text{inc},i}}{\text{S}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i}} \right) \right\} \\
&+ \sum_{i=6\ \text{GHz}}^{30\ \text{GHz}} \left( \frac{\text{S}_{\text{inc},i}}{\text{S}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i}} \right) \\
&+ \sum_{i=30\ \text{GHz}}^{300\ \text{GHz}} \text{MAX} \left\{ \left( \frac{\text{S}_{\text{inc},4\text{cm},i}}{\text{S}_{\text{inc},4\text{cm},\text{RL},i}} \right), \left( \frac{\text{S}_{\text{inc},1\text{cm},i}}{\text{S}_{\text{inc},1\text{cm},\text{RL},i}} \right) \right\} \leq 1, \tag{4}
\end{align*}
\]

where, \(\text{E}_{\text{inc},i}\) and \(\text{E}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i}\) are the local incident electric field strength and local incident electric field strength reference level given in Table 6, at frequency \(i\), respectively; \(\text{H}_{\text{inc},i}\) and \(\text{H}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i}\) are the local incident magnetic field strength and local incident magnetic field strength reference level given in Table 6, at frequency \(i\), respectively; \(\text{S}_{\text{inc},i}\) and \(\text{S}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i}\) are the local incident power density and local incident power density reference level given in Table 6, at frequency \(i\).
frequency \( i \), respectively; inside the body above 6 GHz, \( S_{\text{inc}} \) terms are to be treated as zero; eqn (4) must be satisfied for every position in the human body.

For practical application of the limb current reference levels, limb current values should be added according to

\[
\sum_{i=100 \text{ kHz}}^{110 \text{ MHz}} \left( \frac{I_i}{I_{\text{RL}}} \right)^2 \leq 1,
\]

where \( I_i \) is the limb current component at frequency \( i \); and \( I_{\text{RL}} \) is the limb current reference level value from Table 9. If there are non-negligible contributions to the local SAR around limbs over 110 MHz, these need to be considered by combining corresponding terms in eqns (2) or (4).

**Basic restrictions for intervals <6 min.** For practical application of the local basic restrictions for time intervals \(( t ) < 6 \text{ min}\), SAR, SA and absorbed energy density values should be added according to:

- \[i.e., \] 400 MHz

\[
\sum_{i=100 \text{ kHz}}^{400 \text{ MHz}} \int_{t_i}^{t_{i+1}} \frac{\text{SAR}_i(t)}{360 \times \text{SAR}_{\text{BR}}} \, dt
\]

+ \[
\sum_{j=6 \text{ GHz}}^{6 \text{ GHz}} \frac{\text{SA}_j(t)}{\text{SA}_{\text{BR}}(t)}
\]

+ \[
\sum_{j=30 \text{ GHz}}^{300 \text{ GHz}} \text{U}_{\text{ab},4\text{cm},\text{BR}}(t)
\]

+ \[
\sum_{j=30 \text{ GHz}}^{300 \text{ GHz}} \text{MAX} \left\{ \left( \frac{\text{U}_{\text{ab},4\text{cm},i}(t)}{\text{U}_{\text{ab},4\text{cm},\text{BR}}(t)} \right), \left( \frac{\text{U}_{\text{ab},1\text{cm},i}(t)}{\text{U}_{\text{ab},1\text{cm},\text{BR}}(t)} \right) \right\} \leq 1,
\]

where \( \text{SAR}_i(t) \) and \( \text{SAR}_{\text{BR}}(t) \) are the local SAR level at frequency \( i \) and the local SAR basic restriction given in Table 2, over time \( t \), respectively; \( \text{SA}_j(t) \) and \( \text{SA}_{\text{BR}}(t) \) are the local SA level at frequency \( i \) and the local SA basic restriction given in Table 3, over time \( t \), respectively; \( \text{U}_{\text{ab},4\text{cm},i}(t) \) and \( \text{U}_{\text{ab},4\text{cm},\text{BR}}(t) \) are the 4-cm² absorbed power density level at frequency \( i \) and the 4-cm² absorbed power density basic restriction given in Table 3, over time \( t \), respectively; \( \text{U}_{\text{ab},1\text{cm},i}(t) \) and \( \text{U}_{\text{ab},1\text{cm},\text{BR}}(t) \) are the 1-cm² absorbed power density level at frequency \( i \) and the 1-cm² absorbed power density basic restriction given in Table 3, over time \( t \), respectively; inside the body, \( \text{U}_{\text{ab}} \) terms are to be treated as zero; when evaluating the summation of SAR and/or SA, and \( \text{U}_{\text{ab}} \), over the body surface, the center of the SAR and/or SA averaging space is taken to be \( x,y,z \), such that the \( x,y \) plane is parallel to the body surface (\( z = 0 \)) and \( z = -1.08 \text{ cm} \) (approximately half the length of a 10-g cube), and the center of the \( \text{U}_{\text{ab}} \) averaging area is defined as \( x,y,0 \); eqn (6) must be satisfied for every position in the human body; for simultaneous exposure of brief and extended exposures, SAR, SA and \( \text{U}_{\text{ab}} \) must all be accounted for in this equation.

**Reference levels for intervals <6 min.** For practical application of the local reference levels for time intervals \(( t ) < 6 \text{ min}\), incident electric field strength, incident magnetic field strength, incident power density and incident energy density values should be added according to:

- \[i.e., \] 30 MHz

\[
\sum_{i>100 \text{ kHz}}^{30 \text{ MHz}} \text{MAX} \left\{ \left( \frac{\text{E}_{\text{inc},i}(t)}{360 \times \text{E}_{\text{inc},\text{RL}}} \right) \right\}
\]

+ \[
\sum_{i>6 \text{ GHz}}^{400 \text{ MHz}} \text{MAX} \left\{ \left( \frac{\text{H}_{\text{inc},i}(t)}{360 \times \text{H}_{\text{inc},\text{RL}}} \right), \left( \frac{\text{S}_{\text{inc},i}(t)}{360 \times \text{S}_{\text{inc},\text{RL}}} \right) \right\}
\]

+ \[
\sum_{i=30 \text{ GHz}}^{6 \text{ GHz}} \text{U}_{\text{inc},4\text{cm},i}(t) + \sum_{i=6 \text{ GHz}}^{30 \text{ GHz}} \text{U}_{\text{inc},4\text{cm},\text{BR}}(t)
\]

+ \[
\sum_{i=30 \text{ GHz}}^{30 \text{ GHz}} \text{MAX} \left\{ \left( \frac{\text{U}_{\text{inc},1\text{cm},i}(t)}{\text{U}_{\text{inc},1\text{cm},\text{BR}}(t)} \right), \left( \frac{\text{U}_{\text{inc},1\text{cm},i}(t)}{\text{U}_{\text{inc},1\text{cm},\text{BR}}(t)} \right) \right\} \leq 1,
\]

where \( \text{E}_{\text{inc},i}(t) \) and \( \text{E}_{\text{inc},\text{RL}} \) are the local \( \text{E}_{\text{inc}} \) level over time \( t \) and the local \( \text{E}_{\text{inc}} \) reference level given in Table 6, at frequency \( i \), respectively; \( \text{H}_{\text{inc},i}(t) \) and \( \text{H}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i} \) are the local \( \text{H}_{\text{inc}} \) level over time \( t \) and the local \( \text{H}_{\text{inc}} \) reference level given in Table 6, at frequency \( i \), respectively; \( \text{S}_{\text{inc},i}(t) \) and \( \text{S}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i} \) are the local \( \text{S}_{\text{inc}} \) level over time \( t \) and the local \( \text{S}_{\text{inc}} \) reference level given in Table 6, at frequency \( i \), respectively; \( \text{U}_{\text{inc},i}(t) \) and \( \text{U}_{\text{inc},\text{RL},i} \) are the incident energy density level and the incident energy density reference level, over time \( t \), at frequency \( i \), given in Table 7, respectively; \( \text{U}_{\text{inc},4\text{cm},i}(t) \) and \( \text{U}_{\text{inc},4\text{cm},\text{BR}}(t) \) are the 4-cm² incident energy density level and the 4-cm² incident energy density reference level, over time \( t \), at frequency \( i \), given in Table 7, respectively; \( \text{U}_{\text{inc},1\text{cm},i}(t) \) and \( \text{U}_{\text{inc},1\text{cm},\text{BR}}(t) \) are the 1-cm² incident energy density level and the 1-cm² incident energy density reference level, over time \( t \), at frequency \( i \), given in Table 7, respectively; inside the body, \( \text{U}_{\text{inc}} \) terms are to be treated as zero; eqn (7) must be satisfied for every position in the human body.

**Guidance for Contact Currents**

Within approximately the 100 kHz to 110 MHz range, contact currents can occur when a person touches a conducting object that is within an electric or magnetic field, causing current flow between object and person. At high levels these can result in nerve stimulation or pain (and potentially tissue damage), depending on EMF frequency (Kavet et al. 2014; Tell and Tell 2018). This can be a particular concern around large radiofrequency transmitters, such as those that are found near high power antennas used for broadcasting below 30 MHz and at 87.5–108 MHz, where there have been sporadic reports of pain and burn-related accidents. Contact currents occur at the region of contact, with smaller contact
regions producing larger biological effects (given the same current). This is due to the larger current density (A m\(^{-2}\)), and consequently the higher localized SAR in the body.

Exposure due to contact currents is indirect, in that it requires an intermediate conducting object to transduce the field. This makes contact current exposure unpredictable, due to both behavioral factors (e.g., grasping versus touch contact) and environmental conditions (e.g., configuration of conductive objects), and it reduces ICNIRP’s ability to protect against them. Of particular importance is the heterogeneity of the current density passing to and being absorbed by the person, which is due not only to the contact area, but also to the conductivity, density and heat capacity of the tissue through which the current passes, and most importantly the resistance between conducting object and contacting tissue (Tell and Tell 2018).

Accordingly, these guidelines do not provide restrictions for contact currents, and instead provide “guidance” to assist those responsible for transmitting high-power radiofrequency fields to understand contact currents, the potential hazards, and how to mitigate such hazards. For the purpose of specification, ICNIRP here defines high-power radiofrequency fields to understand contact currents, the potential hazards, and how to mitigate such hazards. For example, where body core temperature is already elevated due to factors unrelated to EMF, such as through strenuous activity, radiofrequency EMF-induced temperature rise needs to be considered in conjunction with other sources of heating. Similarly, it is also important to consider whether a person has an illness or condition that might affect their capacity to thermoregulate, or whether environmental impediments to heat dissipation might be present.

The relevant health effects that the whole-body SAR restrictions protect against are increased cardiovascular load (due to the work that the cardiovascular system must perform in order to restrict body core temperature rise), and where temperature rise is not restricted to a safe level, a cascade of functional changes that may lead to both reversible and irreversible effects on tissues (including brain, heart, and kidney). These effects typically require body core temperatures greater than 40°C (or an increase of approximately 3°C relative to normothermia). Large reduction factors have thus been used to make it extremely unlikely that radiofrequency-induced temperature rise would exceed 1°C (occupational restrictions have been set that would, under normothermic conditions, lead to body core temperature rises of <0.1°C), but care must be exercised when other factors are present that may affect body core temperature. These include high environmental temperatures, high physical activity, and impediments to normal thermoregulation (such as the use of thermally insulating clothing or certain medical conditions). Where significant heat is expected from other sources, it is advised that workers have a suitable means.

In determining the likelihood and nature of hazard due to potential contact current scenarios, ICNIRP views the above information as important for the responsible person in managing risk associated with contact currents within the frequency range 100 kHz to 110 MHz. This may also assist in conducting a risk-benefit analysis associated with allowing a person into a radiofrequency EMF environment that may result in contact currents. The above information suggests that risk of contact current hazards can be minimized by training workers to avoid contact with conducting objects, but that where contact is required, the following factors are important. Large metallic objects should be connected to ground (grounding); workers should make contact via insulating materials (e.g., radiofrequency protective gloves); and workers should be made aware of the risks, including the possibility of “surprise,” which may impact on safety in ways other than the direct impact of the current on tissue (for example, by causing accidents).

Risk Mitigation Considerations for Occupational Exposure

To justify radiofrequency EMF exposure at the occupational level, an appropriate health and safety program is required. Part of such a program requires an understanding of the potential effects of radiofrequency EMF exposure, including consideration of whether biological effects resulting from the exposure may add to other biological effects that are unrelated to radiofrequency EMF. For example, where body core temperature is already elevated due to factors unrelated to EMF, such as through strenuous activity, radiofrequency EMF-induced temperature rise needs to be considered in conjunction with the other sources of heating. Similarly, it is also important to consider whether a person has an illness or condition that might affect their capacity to thermoregulate, or whether environmental impediments to heat dissipation might be present.

The relevant health effects that the whole-body SAR restrictions protect against are increased cardiovascular load (due to the work that the cardiovascular system must perform in order to restrict body core temperature rise), and where temperature rise is not restricted to a safe level, a cascade of functional changes that may lead to both reversible and irreversible effects on tissues (including brain, heart, and kidney). These effects typically require body core temperatures greater than 40°C (or an increase of approximately 3°C relative to normothermia). Large reduction factors have thus been used to make it extremely unlikely that radiofrequency-induced temperature rise would exceed 1°C (occupational restrictions have been set that would, under normothermic conditions, lead to body core temperature rises of <0.1°C), but care must be exercised when other factors are present that may affect body core temperature. These include high environmental temperatures, high physical activity, and impediments to normal thermoregulation (such as the use of thermally insulating clothing or certain medical conditions). Where significant heat is expected from other sources, it is advised that workers have a suitable means.
of verifying their body core temperature (see ACGIH 2017 for further guidance).

The relevant health effects that the localized basic restrictions protect against are pain and thermally-mediated tissue damage. Within Type-1 tissue, such as in the skin and limbs, pain (due to stimulation of nociceptors) and tissue damage (due to denaturation of proteins) typically require temperatures above approximately 41°C. Occupational exposure of the Limbs is unlikely to increase local temperature by more than 2.5°C, and given that Limb temperatures are normally below 31–36°C, it is unlikely that radiofrequency EMF exposure of Limb tissue, in itself, would result in either pain or tissue damage. Within Type-2 tissue, such as within regions of the Head and Torso (excluding superficial tissue), harm is also unlikely to occur at temperatures below 41°C. As occupational exposure of the Head and Torso tissue is unlikely to increase temperature by more than 1°C, and given that body core temperature is normally around 37–38°C, it is unlikely that radiofrequency EMF exposure would lead to temperature rises sufficient to harm Type-2 tissue or tissue function.

However, care must be exercised when a worker is subject to other heat sources that may add to that of the radiofrequency EMF exposure, such as those described above in relation to body core temperature. For superficial exposure scenarios, local thermal discomfort and pain can be important indicators of potential thermal tissue damage. It is thus important, particularly in situations where other thermal stressors are present, that the worker understands that radiofrequency EMF exposure can contribute to their thermal load and is in a position to take appropriate action to mitigate potential harm.
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APPENDIX A: BACKGROUND DOSIMETRY

Introduction
This appendix provides additional dosimetry information that is directly relevant to the derivation of the radiofrequency exposure restrictions that form the basis of the present guidelines. As described in the main document, the operational adverse health effects resulting from the lowest radiofrequency exposure levels are due to heating (nerve stimulation is discussed within the low frequency guidelines; ICNIRP 2010). Accordingly, this appendix details the choice of quantities used to restrict temperature rise to the operational adverse health effect thresholds described in the main document, the methods used to derive these restrictions (including, where relevant, the associated uncertainty), the spatial and temporal averaging methods used to represent temperature rise, and the derivation of the basic restrictions and reference levels themselves (including, where relevant, the associated uncertainty). The operational adverse health effect thresholds considered are 1°C body core temperature rise for exposures averaged over the whole body, and 5°C and 2°C local temperature rise over more-localized regions for “Type-1” and “Type-2” body tissue, respectively.7

QUANTITIES AND UNITS
Detailed explanations for the basic quantities, e.g., E, H, I, T, and t are found elsewhere (see ICNIRP 1985, 2009a, 2009, 2010). In this section, the other quantities used in the guidelines are detailed (i.e., SAR, SA, Sinc, S_ab, S_eq, U_inc, U_ab, and U_eq). Vector quantities are presented in bold font.

It is noted that radiofrequency basic restrictions and reference levels are based on the lowest radiofrequency exposure levels that may cause an adverse health effect. Since the health effects are related to the temperature rises caused by the exposure, it is determined by energy or power of the radiofrequency exposure. Therefore, squared values of E, H, and I are considered for time or spatial integration, or where summation of multiple frequencies is applied. The following equation is an example of the spatial average of E over a volume V:

$$E_{\text{spatial-average}} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{V} \int_{V} |E|^2 \, dv},$$

where $V$ is the volume of the integration ($V = \int_{V} dv$).

Specific Energy Absorption Rate (SAR) and Specific Energy Absorption (SA)
SAR is defined as the time derivative of the incremental energy consumption by heat, $\delta W$, absorbed by or dissipated in an incremental mass, $\delta m$, contained in a volume element, $\delta V$ of a given mass density of the tissue (kg m$^{-3}$), $\rho$, and is expressed in watt per kilogram (W kg$^{-1}$):

$$\text{SAR} = \frac{\delta}{\delta t} \left( \frac{\delta W}{\delta m} \right) = \frac{\delta}{\delta t} \left( \frac{\delta W}{\rho \delta V} \right).$$

Dielectric properties of biological tissues or organs are generally considered as dielectric lossy material and magnetically transparent because the relative magnetic permeability ($\mu_r$) is 1. Therefore, the SAR is usually derived from the following equation:

$$\text{SAR} = \frac{\sigma |E|^2}{\rho},$$

where $\sigma$ is the conductivity (S m$^{-1}$) and E is the internal electric-field (root mean square (rms) value).

Temperature rise is strongly correlated with SAR. Under conditions where heat loss due to processes such as conduction is not significant, SAR and temperature rise are directly related as follows:

$$\text{SAR} = C \frac{dT}{dt},$$

where $C$ is specific heat capacity (J kg$^{-1}$ °C$^{-1}$) of the tissue, $T$ is temperature (°C) and $t$ is the duration of exposure (s). For most realistic cases, a large amount of heat energy rapidly diffuses during the exposure. Therefore, eqn (11) cannot be routinely applied to human exposure scenarios. However, eqn (11) is useful for brief exposure scenarios where heat loss is not significant.

SAR is used as a basic restriction in the present guidelines. The SAR basic restrictions are defined as spatially averaged values; that is, whole-body average SAR and SAR_{10g}. The whole-body average SAR is the total power absorbed in the whole body divided by the body mass:

$$\text{Whole-body average SAR} = \left( \frac{\text{Total power}_{\text{WB}}}{\text{Total mass}_{\text{WB}}} \right) = \frac{\int_{V_{\text{WB}}} |E|^2 \, dv_{\text{WB}}}{\int_{V_{\text{WB}}} \rho \, dv_{\text{WB}}},$$

SAR_{10g} is defined as the total power absorbed in a 10-g cubic volume divided by 10 g (see the “Spatial averaging considerations” section):

$$\text{SAR}_{10g} = \left( \frac{\text{Total power}_{V_{10g}}}{\text{Total mass}_{V_{10g}}} \right) = \frac{\int_{V_{10g}} |E|^2 \, dv_{10g}}{\int_{V_{10g}} \rho \, dv_{10g}},$$

A 10-g volume ($V_{10g}$) is approximately computed as a 2.15 cm $\times$ 2.15 cm $\times$ 2.15 cm cube, based on the assumption that the tissue has the same mass density as water, or 1,000 kg m$^{-3}$.

SA (J m$^{-3}$) is derived as the time integral of SAR during the time from $t_1$ to $t_2$:
Absorbed Power Density \( (S_{ab}) \) and Absorbed Energy Density \( (U_{ab}) \)

\( \text{SAR}_{10g} \) is no longer an appropriate surrogate for local temperature rise at frequencies above 6 GHz. Therefore, the absorbed power and energy densities are introduced in the guidelines for basic restrictions at such frequencies, where the radiofrequency power or energy absorption is largely confined within very superficial regions of the body. For example, the penetration depths are approximately 8.1 mm and 0.23 mm at 6 GHz and 300 GHz, respectively (see also Table 10). The absorbed power density \( (W \, m^{-2}) \) is defined at the body surface:

\[
S_{ab} = \iint_{A} dxdy \int_{0}^{Z_{\text{max}}} \rho(x,y,z) \cdot \text{SAR}(x,y,z) \, dz / A,
\]

where the body surface is at \( z = 0 \), \( A \) is the averaging area (in \( m^2 \)), and \( Z_{\text{max}} \) is depth of the body at the corresponding region; where \( Z_{\text{max}} \) is much larger than the penetration depth, infinity can be substituted for \( Z_{\text{max}} \). Considering heat diffusion, a square 2 cm \( \times \) 2 cm region (from 6 to 300 GHz) is used for the averaging area of the absorbed power and energy density basic restrictions.

A more rigorous formula for absorbed power density is based on the Poynting vector \( (S) \):

\[
S_{ab} = \iint_{A} \text{Re}[S] \cdot ds / A = \iint_{A} \text{Re}[E \times H^*] \cdot ds / A,
\]

where \( \text{Re}[X] \) and \( X^* \) are the real part and the complex conjugate of a complex value “\( X \),” respectively, and \( ds \) is the integral variable vector with its direction normal to the integral area \( A \) on the body surface.

Similar to the relationship between SAR and SA, the absorbed energy density is derived as the temporal integration of the absorbed power density \( (J \, m^{-2}) \):

\[
U_{ab} = \int_{t_1}^{t_2} S_{ab}(t) \, dt.
\]

Incident Power Density \( (S_{inc}) \) and Incident Energy Density \( (U_{inc}) \)

The incident power and energy densities are used as reference levels in the guidelines. The incident power density is defined as the modulus of the complex Poynting vector:

\[
S_{inc} = |E \times H^*|.
\]

In the case of the far-field or transverse electromagnetic (TEM) plane wave, the incident power density is derived as:

\[
S_{inc} = \frac{|E|^2}{Z_0} = Z_0 |H|^2,
\]

where \( Z_0 \) is the characteristic impedance of free space, i.e., 377 \( \Omega \). The above equation is also used for the evaluation of the plane wave equivalent incident power density \( (S_{eq}) \).

\[
S_{inc} \text{ is also related to } S_{ab} \text{ using the reflection coefficient } \Gamma:\n\]

\[
S_{ab} = \left(1 - |\Gamma|^2\right) S_{inc}.
\]

The reflection coefficient \( (\Gamma) \) is derived from the dielectric properties of the tissues, shape of the body surface, incident angle, and polarization.

Similar to the relationship between SAR and SA, the incident energy density is derived as the temporal integration of the incident power density during the time from \( t_1 \) to \( t_2 \):

\[
U_{inc} = \int_{t_1}^{t_2} S_{inc}(t) \, dt.
\]

In near-field exposure scenarios, the components of the Poynting vector are not real values but complex ones. In such cases a detailed investigation of the Poynting vector components may be necessary to calculate the incident power density relevant to radiofrequency safety.

**RELEVANT BIOPHYSICAL MECHANISMS**

**Whole-Body Average Exposure Specifications**

**Relevant quantity.** Health effects due to whole-body exposure are related to body core temperature rise. It is, however, difficult to predict body core temperature rise based on exposure of the human body to radiofrequency EMFs.

Body core temperature depends on the whole-body thermal energy balance. Radiofrequency energy absorbed by the body is transferred to the body core via blood flow, which can activate thermoregulatory responses to maintain the body core temperature (Adair and Black 2003). This means that the time rate of the energy balance is essential for the body core temperature dynamics. Accordingly, whole-body average SAR is used as the physical quantity relating to body core temperature rise.

The relationship between the total energy absorption and the body core temperature is in general independent of frequency. However, at frequencies higher than a few GHz, core temperature does not generally elevate as much as with the same level of whole-body average SAR at lower frequencies because of larger heat transfer from the body surface to air via convection or radiative emission, which

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>Relative permittivity</th>
<th>Conductivity (S/m)</th>
<th>Penetration depth (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
includes the effect of vasodilation in the skin (Hirata et al. 2013). The power absorption is confined primarily within skin surface tissues where localized temperature rise is more significant than the body core temperature rise (Laakso and Hirata 2011). However, it has also been reported that infrared radiation (IR) exposure can cause significant body core temperature rise (Brockow et al. 2007). Infrared radiation refers to electromagnetic waves with frequencies between those of radiofrequency EMF and visible light. This means that despite the penetration depth of infrared radiation being very small or comparable to the high GHz radiofrequency EMFs (or millimeter waves) it is still possible for infrared radiation exposure to raise body core temperature significantly. For conservative reasons, therefore, ICNIRP set equal whole-body average limits for frequencies both above and below 6 GHz. This is especially important for cases of multiple-frequency exposure of both higher and lower frequencies. Thus, the applicable frequency is defined as the entire frequency range considered in the guidelines.

**Temporal averaging considerations.** The definition of the time constant for body core temperature is not clear. However, under simplified conditions that produce a reasonable estimate of the time constant (e.g., assuming a first order lag), temperature dynamics can be described as follows:

\[
T(t) = T_0 + (T_\infty - T_0) \left(1 - e^{-t/\tau}\right),
\]

where \(T\) is the temperature as a function of time \(t\), \(T_0\) and \(T_\infty\) are the initial and steady-state temperatures, respectively, and \(\tau\) is the time constant. In this case, the time constant corresponds to the time taken for 63% of the temperature rise, from initial temperature to steady state temperature, to be reached. In the present guidelines, the time to reach a steady-state of 80–90% of the equilibrium temperature, from the initial temperature, is considered for guideline setting; this is almost two times the time constant in \(eqn (22)\).

Further, the time needed to reach the steady-state body core temperature depends on the level of heat load, which in this case relates to the whole-body average SAR. Hirata et al. (2007) numerically simulated the body core temperature rise of a naked body exposed to a plane wave at 65 MHz and 2 GHz, and reported that in both cases it takes at least 60 min to reach a 1°C body core temperature rise for whole-body average SARs of 6 to 8 W kg\(^{-1}\). This time is also dependent on the sweating rate, with strong sweating increasing this time by 40–100 min (Hirata et al. 2008; Nelson et al. 2013). Consequently, the time to reach the steady state temperature rise due to whole-body exposure to radiofrequency EMFs below 6 GHz is 30 min or longer.

As described above, power absorption is mainly confined within the surface tissues at frequencies above 6 GHz (see Table 10). Thermoregulatory responses are thus initiated by the skin temperature rise rather than body core temperature rise. However, the time needed for the steady state temperature rise is not significantly affected by this, and so is not taken into account. It is thus reasonable to keep the averaging time above 6 GHz the same as that below 6 GHz, because there is no quantitative investigation on the time constant of body core temperature rise above 6 GHz.

**Whole-body average SAR needed to raise body core temperature by 1°C.** Thermoregulatory functions are activated if a human body is exposed to significant heating load, which often results in non-linear relations between whole-body average SAR and body core temperature rise.

Adair and colleagues have experimentally investigated body core temperature (via esophageal temperature measurement) during whole-body exposure. They have reported no or minor increases of the esophageal temperature (<0.1°C) during the whole-body exposure at 100 MHz, 220 MHz, and 2450 MHz, with whole-body average SAR ranging from 0.54 to 1 W kg\(^{-1}\) in normal ambient temperature conditions, from 24°C to 28°C (Adair et al. 2001, 2003, 2005).

They also reported a relatively high body core temperature rise (0.35°C) for whole-body average SAR at 220 MHz of 0.675 W kg\(^{-1}\) in a hot ambient temperature (31°C) condition, although this was found in only one person and the mean of the body core temperature rises (6 persons) was not appreciable. There is no data on body core temperature rise for whole-body exposure to radiofrequency EMFs above 6 GHz. The only available data are on infrared radiation (Brockow et al. 2007). The conservativeness for whole-body exposure at higher frequencies is discussed in the main text.

There are two main factors affecting body core temperature rise due to radiofrequency exposure: sweating and mass-to-body surface ratio.

Evaporative heat loss due to sweating reduces body core temperature efficiently and needs to be accounted for when estimating body core temperature rise due to EMF. For example, Hirata et al. (2007) reported that 4.5 W kg\(^{-1}\) is required to increase the body core temperature by 1°C for a person with a lower sweat rate, such as an elderly person, while 6 W kg\(^{-1}\) is required for a person with a normal sweat rate. The decline of sweat rate in elderly people is primarily due to degradation of thermal sensation (Dufour and Candas, 2007).

Similarly, heat exchange between the body surface and external air is also very important. Hirata et al. (2009) found that the steady-state body core temperature rise due to whole-body radiofrequency EMF exposure is proportional to the ratio of the (whole-body) power absorption to the surface area of the body. The ratio of the mass to the surface area is smaller for smaller-dimension bodies such as children, and so greater whole-body average SAR is required to elevate their body core temperature.
This coincides with the finding that smaller persons have a lower body core temperature rise for the same whole-body average SAR. For example, Hirata et al. (2008) numerically evaluated the body core temperature rise in 8-months-old and 3-years-old child models and found that their body core temperature rises were 35% smaller than that of an adult female model for the same whole-body average SAR. They concluded that the higher ratio of a child’s surface area to body mass is the reason for more effective cooling resulting from heat loss to the environment. Consequently, the body core temperature rise in the child is smaller than that of the adult at the same whole-body average SAR.

Addressing the issue more broadly, theoretical modeling and generalization from experimental research across a range of species has shown that within the 100 kHz to 6 GHz range, whole-body average SARs of at least 6 W kg\(^{-1}\), for exposures of at least 1 h at moderately high ambient temperature (28°C), are necessary to increase body core temperature by 1°C for healthy adults and children (Hirata et al. 2013), and at least 4.5 W for those with lower sweat rates, such as the elderly (Hirata et al. 2007).

Considerations for fetal exposure. The primary thermoregulatory mechanism for a fetus is body core heat exchange with the mother via blood flow through the umbilical cord. The fetal temperature is therefore tightly controlled by maternal temperature, and it takes longer to reach thermal equilibrium than in adults (Gowland and De Wilde 2008). The body core temperature of the fetus is typically 0.5°C higher than that of the mother (Asakura 2004). This relationship is not changed significantly by radiofrequency EMF exposure of the mother at 26 weeks gestation, as reported by Hirata et al. (2014). In the frequency range from 40 MHz to 500 MHz, they computed steady-state fetal temperature, taking the thermal exchange between mother and fetus into account, and reported that the fetal temperature rise was only 30% higher than that of the mother, even when the power absorption was focused around the fetus. At lower frequencies, the SAR distribution becomes more homogeneous because of the longer wavelength and penetration depth, which results in more homogeneous temperature rise over the whole-body of the mother and fetus. At higher frequencies, the SAR distribution becomes more superficial because of the shorter penetration depth. This results in a smaller SAR of the young fetus or embryo, as it is generally located in the deep region of the abdomen of the mother, as well as resulting in a smaller whole-body SAR of the older fetus because the size of the fetus is larger than the penetration depth. This suggests that EMF whole-body exposure to the mother will result in a similar body core temperature rise in the fetus relative to that of the mother, even at frequencies outside those investigated in that study.

It follows that an EMF-induced body core temperature rise within the mother will result in a similar rise within the fetus, and thus an exposure at the occupational whole-body average SAR basic restriction would result in a similar body core temperature rise in mother and fetus. Therefore, to maintain fetal temperature to the level required by the general public, a pregnant woman is considered a member of the general public in terms of the whole-body average SAR basic restriction.

ICNIRP’s decision on the occupational whole-body average SAR for pregnant women is significantly conservative compared with the established teratogenic fetal temperature threshold (2°C: Edwards et al. 2003; Ziskin and Morrissey 2011). ICNIRP also recognizes that the body core temperature of the fetus, especially during early stage one or embryonic development, is not clearly defined, and that there is no direct evidence that occupational whole-body exposure of the pregnant worker will harm the fetus. It is thus acknowledged that the decision to treat a pregnant worker as a member of the general public is conservative. ICNIRP also notes that there are some mitigating techniques that can be considered in order to allow pregnant workers to enter areas where radiofrequency EMFs are at occupational exposure levels, without exceeding the general public restrictions. For example, within a 30-min averaging interval, a pregnant worker could be within an area at the occupational exposure restriction level for 6 min, providing that the SAR averaged over 30 min (which includes this 6-min interval) does not exceed the general public restrictions. In considering such mitigating techniques, local region exposure restrictions for the pregnant worker are also important, and are described in the “Considerations for fetal exposure” in “Exposure Specifications for Local Regions (100 kHz to 6 GHz)” and in “Exposure Specifications for Local Regions (>6 GHz to 300 GHz)” sections.

Exposure Specifications for Local Regions (100 kHz to 6 GHz)

Relevant quantity. For cases of exposure to radiofrequency EMF over localized body regions, temperature can rise in part of the body without altering body core temperature. Local temperature rise must therefore also be restricted. The maximum local temperature rise generally appears on the surface of the body, and local SAR is a useful surrogate for local temperature rise due to localized radiofrequency EMF exposure. However, other factors, such as clothing, environmental conditions, and physiological states can have more impact on local temperature than SAR itself.

The transition frequency between local SAR and area-averaged absorbed power density is chosen as 6 GHz (Funahashi et al. 2018). This was done as a practical compromise suitable for the conditions relevant to the spatial and temporal averaging described in the following subsections,
because no optimal single frequency exists for this transition. For frequencies lower than the transition frequency, the SAR is a metric for simultaneously protecting both the internal tissues (e.g., brain) and the skin, as explained in the “Spatial averaging considerations” section. At higher frequencies (especially above 10 GHz), the absorbed power density is a surrogate for maximum skin temperature rise.

**Spatial averaging considerations.** Different averaging schemes (e.g., cubic, spherical, contiguous single tissue) and masses have been assessed in terms of their ability to predict local temperature rise (Hirata and Fujiwara 2009; McIntosh and Anderson 2011). These suggest that the effect of the size of the averaging mass is more crucial than the shape of the averaging volume, and that SAR varies with different averaging schemes by a factor of approximately 2 (Hirata et al. 2006). It has also been shown that SAR averaged over a single tissue provides somewhat worse correlation with local temperature than that for multiple tissues, because the heat generated in biological tissue can diffuse up to a few centimeters (i.e., across multiple tissue types). Consequently, a cubic averaging mass of 10 g, including all tissues, is used as an appropriate spatial averaging regime for frequencies up to 6 GHz. This metric has been shown to be applicable even for plane wave exposures, in that local temperature rise in the Head and Torso, and Limbs, is correlated with SAR when this averaging mass is used (Razmadze et al. 2009; Bakker et al. 2011; Hirata et al. 2013).

**Temporal averaging considerations.** Time to reach steady-state temperature, given the balance rate of radiofrequency power deposition on one hand, and heat diffusion and conduction on the other, is characterized by the time constant of temperature rise. The time constant primarily depends on heat convection due to blood flow and thermal conduction. Van Leeuwen et al. (1999), Wang and Fujiwara (1999), and Bernardi et al. (2000) report that the time needed for 80–90% of the steady-state temperature rise, at 800 MHz to 1.9 GHz, is 12–16 min. These guidelines take 6 min as a suitable, conservative averaging time for steady-state temperature rise up to 6 GHz for local exposures.

**Local SAR required to increase local Type-1 and Type-2 tissue temperature by 5 and 2°C, respectively.** Although early research provided useful rabbit eye data concerning the relation between 2.45 GHz exposure and local temperature rise (e.g., Guy et al. 1975; Emery et al. 1975), research with more accurate techniques has demonstrated that the rabbit is an inappropriate model for the human eye (Oizumi et al. 2013). However, given the concern about potential radiofrequency harm to the eye, there are now several studies that provide more-accurate information about radiofrequency-induced heating of the human eye. Expressed as heating factors for the SAR averaged over 10 g of tissue (the °C rise per unit mass, per W of absorbed power), the computed heating factors of a human eye have been relatively consistent [0.11–0.16°C kg W$^{-1}$: Hirata (2005); Buccella et al. (2007); Flyckt et al. (2007); Hirata et al. (2007); Wainwright (2007); Laakso (2009); Diao et al. (2016)]. In most studies, the heating factor was derived for the SAR averaged over the eyeball (contiguous tissue). The SAR averaged over the cubic volume (which includes other tissues) is higher than that value (Diao et al. 2016), resulting in lower heating factors.

There is also a considerable number of studies on the temperature rise in the head exposed to mobile phone handset antennas (Van Leeuwen et al. 1999; Wang and Fujiwara 1999; Bernardi et al. 2000; Gandhi et al. 2001; Hirata and Shiozawa 2003; Ibrahim et al. 2005; Samaras et al. 2007). Hirata and Shiozawa (2003) reported that heating factors are 0.24 or 0.14°C kg W$^{-1}$ for the local SAR averaged over a 10-g contiguous volume, with and without the pinna, respectively. Other studies considering the local SAR averaged over a 10-g cubic volume including the pinna reported heating factors of the head in the range of 0.11–0.27°C kg W$^{-1}$ (Van Leeuwen et al. 1999; Bernardi et al. 2000; Gandhi et al. 2001). Fujimoto et al. (2006) studied the temperature rise in a child head exposed to a dipole antenna and found that it is comparable to that in the adult when the same thermal parameters were used. The heating factor in the brain (the ratio of the temperature rise in the brain to peak SAR in the head) is 0.1°C kg W$^{-1}$ or smaller (Morimoto et al. 2016). Only one study reported the temperature rise in the trunk for body-worn antennas (Hirata et al. 2006). This study showed that the heating factor in the skin is in the range of 0.18–0.26 °C kg W$^{-1}$. Uncertainty factors associated with the heating factors are attributable to the energy absorbed in the pinna (for mobile phones) and other surrounding structures (for example, see Foster et al. 2018) as well as the method for spatial averaging of SAR.

Those studies are consistent with research showing that, within the 100 kHz–6 GHz range, numerical estimations converge to show that the maximum heating factor is lower than 0.25°C kg W$^{-1}$ in the skin and 0.1°C kg W$^{-1}$ in the brain for exposures of at least approximately 30 min. Based on these heating factors, the operational adverse health effect thresholds for the eye and brain (Type 1) and for the skin (Type 2) will not be exceeded for local SARs of up to 20 W kg$^{-1}$.

**Considerations for fetal exposure.** Local SAR heating factors for the fetus, as a function of gestation stage and fetal posture and position, have been determined that take heat exchange between mother and fetus into account (Akimoto et al. 2010; Tateno et al. 2014; Takei et al. 2018). This research used numerical models of 13-week, 18-week,
and 26-week pregnant women. The heating factors of the fetus were several times lower than those of the mother in most cases. However, the largest heating factor was observed when the fetal body position is very close to the surface of the abdomen (i.e., middle and later stages of gestation). These provide 0.1°C kg W\(^{-1}\) as a conservative heating factor for the fetus.

Based on these findings, exposure of the mother at the occupational basic restriction of 10 W kg\(^{-1}\) will result in a temperature rise in the fetus of approximately 1°C, which is lower than the operational adverse health effect threshold for the Head and Torso, but results in a smaller reduction factor (i.e., 2) than that considered appropriate for the general public (i.e., 10). It follows that a localized occupational SAR restriction, a pregnant woman is considered a member of the general public in terms of the local SAR restriction.

It is noted that the above-mentioned case appears only in the middle and late pregnancy stages (18 to 26-week gestation), while the heating factor of the fetus in the early pregnancy stage (12-week gestation) is at most 0.02°C kg W\(^{-1}\) (Tateno et al. 2014; Takei et al. 2018). This 12-week gestation fetal temperature rise is 100 times lower than the threshold (2°C) for teratogenic effects in animals (Edwards et al. 2003; Ziskin and Morrissey 2011).

**Exposure Specifications for Local Regions (>6 GHz to 300 GHz)**

**Relevant quantity.** In a human body exposed to radiofrequency EMF, an electromagnetic wave exponentially decays from the surface to deeper regions. This phenomenon is characterized according to penetration depth, as described below:

\[
S_{ab} = PD_0 \int_0^{Z_{max}} e^{-\frac{z}{Z_{max}}} dz, \tag{23}
\]

where \(S_{ab}\) is the absorbed power density, the body surface is at \(z = 0\), \(\delta\) is the penetration depth from the body surface in the \(z\) direction (defined as the distance from the surface where 86% of the radiofrequency power is absorbed), and \(Z_{max}\) is depth of the body at the corresponding region; where \(Z_{max}\) is much larger than the penetration depth, infinity can be substituted for \(Z_{max}\). \(PD_0\) is the specific absorbed power averaged over the area \(A\) at \(z = 0\), as described below:

\[
PD_0 = \int_A \int_0^{Z_{max}} \rho(x, y, 0) \cdot SAR(x, y, 0) \, dx \, dy / A. \tag{24}
\]

The penetration depth depends on the dielectric properties of the medium, as well as frequency. As frequency increases, the penetration depth decreases, and is predominantly within the surface tissues at frequencies higher than about 6 GHz. Table 10 lists the penetration depths based on the dielectric properties of skin tissue (dermis) measured by Sasaki et al. (2017) and Sasaki et al. (2014).

As a result, the local SAR averaged over a 10-g cubical mass with side lengths of 2.15 cm is no longer a good proxy for local temperature rise; that is, the power deposition is limited to within a few millimeters of the surface tissues. Conversely, the power density absorbed in the skin provides a better approximation of the superficial temperature rise from 6 GHz to 300 GHz (Foster et al. 2016; Funahashi et al. 2018).

**Spatial averaging considerations.** Thermal modeling (Hashimoto et al. 2017) and analytical solutions (Foster et al. 2016) suggest that a square averaging area of 4 cm\(^2\) or smaller provides a close approximation to local maximum temperature rise due to radiofrequency heating at frequencies greater than 6 GHz. This is supported by computations for realistic exposure scenarios (He et al. 2018). An important advantage of the 4-cm\(^2\) averaging area is the consistency at 6 GHz between local SAR and absorbed power density; the face of an averaging 10-g cube of SAR is approximately 4 cm\(^2\).

Because the beam area can usually only be focused to the size of the wavelength, the averaging area of the absorbed power density relevant to the temperature rise depends on frequency; smaller averaging areas are necessary as frequency increases. Therefore, a smaller averaging area is sometimes necessary for extremely focused beams at higher frequencies. An additional criterion is therefore imposed for frequencies above 30 GHz for the spatial peak (maximum) absorbed power density averaged over 1 cm\(^2\), such that it must not exceed 2 times the value for the averaging area of 4 cm\(^2\) (Foster et al. 2016).

**Temporal averaging considerations.** As well as the cases of localized exposure at frequencies lower than 6 GHz, the temperature rise due to localized exposure to radiofrequency EMF over 6 GHz also achieves an equilibrium state with a particular time constant. Morimoto et al. (2017) demonstrated that the same averaging time as the local SAR (6 min) is appropriate for localized exposure from 6 GHz to 300 GHz. The time needed for steady-state local temperature rise decreases gradually as frequency increases, but no notable change is observed at frequencies higher than 15 GHz (Morimoto et al. 2017). The time needed to reach 80–90% of the maximum temperature rise is approximately 5–10 min at 6 GHz and 3–6 min at 30 GHz. However, it is noted that the time constant becomes shorter if brief or irregular exposure is considered, which is discussed in the “Brief Exposure Specifications for Local Regions (>6 GHz to 300 GHz)” section. In the present guidelines, 6 min is chosen as the averaging time, with additional
restrictions for briefer or irregular exposures subjected to additional constraints as a conservative measure.

Absorbed power density required to increase local Type-1 tissue temperature by 5°C. Above 6 GHz, power absorption is primarily restricted to superficial tissue and cannot result in tissue temperatures that exceed operational adverse health effect thresholds for Type-2 tissues without also exceeding those for the more superficial Type-1 tissues (e.g., Morimoto et al. 2016). Therefore, exposure level must be chosen to ensure that temperature rise in the more superficial Type-1 tissue does not exceed the operational threshold of 5°C.

Tissue heating, as a function of absorbed power density over 6 GHz, is dependent on a variety of factors, as it is for lower frequencies. A comprehensive investigation of the heating factors for absorbed power density [in terms of the temperature rise (°C) over a unit area (m²), per W of absorbed power] has been conducted in the case of a plane wave incident to a multi-layered slab model as an extreme uniform exposure condition (Sasaki et al. 2017). In that study, Monte Carlo statistical estimation of the heating factor was conducted where it was shown that the maximum heating factor for absorbed power density is 0.025°C m² W⁻¹. This value is more conservative (larger) than results from other studies on the temperature rise in the skin (Alekseev et al. 2005; Foster et al. 2016; Hashimoto et al. 2018). Based on that study and empirical equations of the SA corresponding to the operational adverse health effect threshold for the skin (5°C), the exposure corresponding to this temperature rise is derived from the following equations for Head and Torso:

\[ SA(t) = 7.2 \left( 0.05 + 0.95 \sqrt{\frac{t}{360}} \right) \text{ (kJ kg}^{-1}\text{),} \quad (25) \]

where \( t \) is time in seconds and applicable for \( t \leq 360 \), and \( SA(t) \) is spatially averaged over any 10-g cubic tissue, considering the continuity of the SAR at 6 min. The averaging procedure of SA is in the same manner as SAR in eqn (13). For Limbs, the following equation should be satisfied:

\[ SA(t) = 14.4 \left( 0.025 + 0.975 \sqrt{\frac{t}{360}} \right) \text{ (kJ kg}^{-1}\text{).} \quad (26) \]

It is noted that the above logic results in slightly different time functions for brief exposure below and above 6 GHz; the resultant time functions below 6 GHz are more conservative than for above 6 GHz (i.e., eqns 27 and 28).

The numerical modeling study by Kodera et al. (2018) also shows that the temperature rise in Type-2 tissue (e.g., brain) is also kept below 1°C by the SA restriction defined in eqn (25). They furthermore reported that the SA corresponding to the allowable temperature rise increases as frequency decreases. At 400 MHz or lower, the SA derived from the local 6-min SAR basic restriction \([10 \text{ (W kg}^{-1} \times 360 \text{ (s)}} = 3.6 \text{ (kJ kg}^{-1}\text{)]} does not cause the temperature rise corresponding to the operational adverse health effect threshold for the Head and Torso to be exceeded. Accordingly, this SA limit is only required for exposures above 400 MHz.

It should be noted that eqns (25) and (26) must be met for all intervals up to 6 min, regardless of the particular pulse or non-pulsed continuous wave patterns. That is, exposure from any pulse, group of pulses, or subgroup of pulses in a train, as well as from the summation of exposures (including non-pulsed EMFs), delivered in \( t \) seconds, must not exceed that specified in eqns (25) to (26), as exposure to a part of the exposure pattern can be more critical than exposure to a single pulse or the exposure averaged over \( t \). For example, if two 1-s pulses are separated by 1 s, the levels
provided by eqns (25) and (26) must be satisfied for each of the 1-s pulses as well as for the total 3-s interval.

The above discussion on brain temperature rise suggests that the temperature rise in the fetus will also be lower than that assumed for the steady-state (6-min) exposure. That is, as the Type-2 tissue temperature rise will be kept below the operational adverse health effect threshold by applying eqn (25), this will presumably also be the case for temperature rises for the fetus due to brief exposures. However, there is no study available that has considered the effect of brief exposure of pregnant women up to the operational adverse health effect threshold for the skin, which is generally the worst-case scenario. Considering these factors, absorbed energy density basic restrictions ($U_{ab}$) have been set as a function of the square root of the time interval, to account for heterogeneity of temperature rise (Foster et al. 2016). These have been set to match the operational adverse health effect threshold for Type 1 tissue, as well as to match the absorbed energy density derived from the absorbed power density basic restriction for 360 s. As per the brief interval exposure limits for frequencies up to 6 GHz, the superficial nature of the resultant temperature rise will not result in temperatures that exceed Type-2 tissue operational adverse health effect thresholds, and so only the Type-1 tissue threshold of 5°C needs to be considered here.

Consequently, an extension of the formula from Kodera et al. (2018) for frequencies up to 6 GHz, specifies the maximum absorbed energy density level for brief exposures corresponding to the 5°C temperature rise as follows:

$$U_{ab}(t) = 72 \left( 0.05 + 0.95 \sqrt{t/360} \right) \left( \text{kJ m}^{-2} \right)$$

averaged over 2 cm × 2 cm, \(t\leq 360s\).

where $t$ is the time interval in seconds and is applicable for $t<360s$. Above 30 GHz, an additional criterion is given for 1 cm × 1 cm averaging areas, such that absorbed energy density must not exceed the value specified in eqn (28):

$$U_{ab}(t) = 144 \left( 0.025 + 0.975 \sqrt{t/360} \right) \left( \text{kJ m}^{-2} \right)$$

averaged over 1 cm × 1 cm.

It should be noted that eqns (27) and (28) must both be met for all intervals up to 6 min, regardless of the particular pulse or non-pulsed continuous wave patterns. That is, exposure from any pulse, group of pulses, or subgroup of pulses in a train, as well as from the summation of exposures (including non-pulsed EMFs), delivered in $t$ seconds, must not exceed that specified in eqns (27) and (28), as exposure to a part of the exposure pattern can be more critical than exposure to a single pulse or the exposure averaged over $t$. For example, if two 1-s pulses are separated by 1 s, the levels provided by eqns (27) and (28) must be satisfied for each of the 1-s pulses, as well as for the total 3-s interval.

As discussed above, in relation to the frequency characteristics of the SAR distribution, the contribution of the surface heating due to radiofrequency EMF above 6 GHz to fetal temperature rise is likely smaller than that below 6 GHz. This is the same for cases of brief exposure. However, as there is no study on the fetus relating to exposure of a pregnant woman to radiofrequency EMF above 6 GHz, ICNIRP adopts a conservative approach and treats a pregnant worker as a member of the general public to ensure that the fetal exposure will not exceed that of the general public.

**DERIVATION OF REFERENCE LEVELS**

**General Considerations for Reference Levels**

As described in the main guidelines document, the reference levels have been derived as a practical means of assessing compliance with the present guidelines. The reference levels for E-field strength, H-field strength and incident power density have been derived from dosimetric studies assuming whole-body exposure to a uniform field distribution, which is generally the worst-case scenario. Due to the strongly conservative nature of the reference levels in most exposure scenarios, reference levels may often be exceeded without exceeding the corresponding basic restrictions, but this should always be verified to determine compliance.
Different reference level application rules have been set for exposure in the far-field, radiative near-field and reactive near-field zones. The intention of ICNIRP’s distinction between these zones is to provide assurance that the reference levels are generally more conservative than the basic restrictions. In so far as the distinction between the zones is concerned, the principle (but not only) determinant of this is the degree to which a field approximates plane wave conditions. A difficulty with this approach is that other factors may also affect the adequacy of estimating reference level quantities from basic restriction quantities. These include the EMF frequency, physical dimensions of the EMF source and its distance from the resultant external EMFs assessed, as well as the degree to which the EMFs vary over the space to be occupied by a person. Taking into account such sources of uncertainty, the guidelines have more conservative rules for exposure in the reactive and radiative near-field than far-field zone. This makes it difficult to specify whether, for the purpose of compliance, an exposure should be considered reactive near-field, radiative near-field or far-field without consideration of a range of factors that cannot be easily specified in advance. As a rough guide, distances \( > 2D^2/\lambda \) (m), between \( \lambda/(2\pi) \) and \( 2D^2/\lambda \) (m), and \( < \lambda/(2\pi) \) (m) from an antenna correspond approximately to the far-field, radiative near-field and reactive near-field, respectively, where \( D \) and \( \lambda \) refer to the longest dimension of the antenna and wavelength, respectively, in meters. However, it is anticipated that input from technical standards bodies should be utilized to better determine which of the far-field/near-field zone reference level rules should be applied so as to provide appropriate concordance between reference levels and basic restrictions.

**E-Field and H-Field Reference Levels up to 30 MHz**

In the ICNIRP (1998) guidelines, the reference levels in this frequency region were derived from the whole-body average SAR for whole-body exposure to plane waves. However, Taguchi et al. (2018) demonstrated that whole-body exposure to the decoupled H-field results in a whole-body average SAR significantly lower than that calculated for the whole-body exposure to plane-waves with the same H-field strength. The whole-body exposure to the decoupled E-field was also calculated and it was found that the whole-body average SARs are almost the same as those for the plane wave with the same direction and strength as the E-field. The reference levels relevant to the whole-body average SAR basic restrictions below 30 MHz in these guidelines are therefore based on the numerical calculations of the whole-body average SAR for the whole-body exposure to the decoupled uniform E-field and H-field, separately. Taguchi et al. (2018) also concluded that local SAR basic restrictions, including in the ankle, will also be satisfied when the whole-body SAR basic restrictions are satisfied. This means that compliance with the whole-body average reference levels in this frequency region will result in exposures that do not exceed the whole-body average and local SAR basic restrictions.

In the low frequency guidelines (ICNIRP 2010) where reference levels for frequencies up to 10 MHz are set to protect against nerve cell stimulations, a reduction factor of 3 was applied to account for uncertainty associated with the numerical modeling of the relation between the external fields and the induced (internal) electric fields. The reason for this is that 2-mm cube-averaged values (within a specific tissue) were evaluated in the low frequency guidelines, which are significantly affected by computational artifact.

In the present guidelines, however, the uncertainty of the numerical simulation is not significant because the spatial averaging procedure applied in evaluating the whole-body average and local SAR significantly decreases the uncertainty of the computational artifact. Therefore, additional reduction factors due to computational uncertainty do not need to be considered in deriving the reference levels relevant to the local and whole-body average SAR basic restrictions below 30 MHz in these guidelines.

**E-Field, H-Field and Power Density Reference Levels From >30 MHz to 6 GHz**

The ICNIRP (1998) whole-body average SAR for exposure to a field strength equal to the reference level becomes close to the basic restrictions around the whole-body resonant frequency (30–200 MHz) and post resonant frequency region (1,500–4,000 MHz).

The resonance frequency appears at a frequency where half of the wavelength in free space is close to the height (vertical dimension of a person standing) of the human body in free space, or where a quarter of the wavelength in free space is close to the height of a human body standing on the ground plane (Durney et al. 1986), resulting in higher whole-body average SARs. Whole-body resonance appears only for the case of vertically polarized plane wave incidence. If different polarizations are assumed, the resultant whole-body average SAR is significantly (a few orders of magnitude) lower than that of the case of the vertical polarization around the whole-body resonant frequency (Durney et al. 1986). Whole-body resonance has been confirmed by numerical computations (Dimbylow 1997; Nagaoka et al. 2004; Dimbylow 2005; Conil et al. 2008; Kühn et al. 2009; Hirata et al. 2010).

Above the whole-body resonant frequency, especially above a few GHz, the differences in the whole-body average SARs due to polarization are not significant compared with those at the whole-body resonant frequency. Hirata et al. (2009) reported that the whole-body average SAR in child models from 9 months to 7 years old, exposed to horizontally polarized plane wave incidence, is only slightly higher.
ICNIRP had concluded that, given the same external field, the child whole-body average SAR can be 40% higher than those of adults (ICNIRP 2009). After that ICNIRP statement, Bakker et al. (2010) reported similar (but slightly higher) enhancements (45%) of the child whole-body average SAR. The effects of age dependence of dielectric properties of the tissues and organs have also been investigated, but no significant effect relevant to whole-body average SAR has been found (Lee and Choi 2012). It is noted that the increased whole-body average SARs have been reported from calculations using very thin child models, which were scaled from adult, and very young (infant) models. Those studies assumed that the child or infant maintains their posture for a substantial time interval so as to match an extreme case condition, in order for their whole-body SAR to exceed the basic restriction. Further, a more recent study using child models that have used the standard dimensions specified by the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), rather than scaled versions of adults, showed that the increases of the whole-body average SARs in the standard child models are not significant (at most 16%; Nagaoka et al. 2019). Similarly, the relation between whole-body average SAR and whole-body mass has been investigated and it has been found that the whole-body average SAR in low body mass index (BMI) adults can increase in a similar manner to the case of the child (Hirata et al. 2010, 2012; Lee and Choi 2012).

As discussed in the “Considerations for fetal exposure” of the “Whole-body Average Exposure Specifications” section, the temperature of the fetus is similar to the body core temperature of the mother. The whole-body average SAR, which is used to restrict body core temperature rise, is defined as the power absorption in the whole body divided by the whole-body mass. Therefore, the whole-body average SAR of a pregnant woman, whose mass is larger, is generally the same as, or lower than, that of a non-pregnant woman in this frequency region. Nagaoka et al. (2007) reported that the whole-body average SAR of a 26-week pregnant woman model exposed to the vertically polarized plane wave from 10 MHz to 2 GHz was almost the same as, or lower than, the non-pregnant woman model for the same exposure condition.

Dimbylow (2007) reported that, using a simplified pregnant woman model, the whole-body average SAR in both the fetus and mother is highest for ungrounded conditions, at approximately 70 MHz. A similar tendency was found for anatomical fetus models of second and third trimester conditions, with the whole-body average SARs in a fetus of 20, 26, and 29 week gestation periods approximately 80%, 70%, and 60% of those in the mother, respectively (Nagaoka et al. 2014). The whole-body average SARs of the fetus, while still embryonic, are comparable to or lower than the whole-body average SARs in the mother, because the embryo is located deep within the abdomen of the mother (Kawai et al. 2009). The pregnant woman is therefore not considered independently from the fetus in terms of reference levels and is subject to the general public restrictions.

As described above, there are numerous databases relevant to whole-body average SAR for whole-body exposure in this frequency region. These include a considerable number reported since the ICNIRP (1998) guidelines, which are generally consistent with the database used as the basis for the ICNIRP (1998) guidelines. ICNIRP uses a combination of the older and newer databases to derive the reference levels, taking into account some incongruences discussed below.

Since publishing the ICNIRP (1998) guidelines it has been shown that the whole-body average SAR basic restrictions can be exceeded for exposure levels at the reference level for children or small stature people. As reviewed above, the whole-body average SAR is exceeded by no more than 45%, and only for very specific child models, and more recent modeling using realistic, international standardized child models shows only a modest increase of 16% at most (Nagaoka et al. 2019). This deviation is comparable with the uncertainty expected in the numerical calculations. For example, Dimbylow et al. (2008) reported that differences in the procedure or algorithm used for the whole-body averaging results in 15% variation of the whole-body average SARs at 3 GHz, and that the assignment of the dielectric properties of the skin conditions (dry or wet) reported also results in 10% variation in the whole-body average SARs at 1.8 GHz (Gabriel et al. 1996).

As reviewed in the “Considerations for fetal exposure” of the “Whole-body Average Exposure Specifications” section, the heating factor of children is generally lower than that of adults. It follows that the increased SAR will not result in a larger temperature rise than is allowed for adults, and so will not affect health. Given the magnitude of uncertainty and the lack of health benefit in reducing the reference levels to account for small stature people, this has not resulted in ICNIRP altering the reference levels in the frequency range >30 MHz to 6 GHz.

It is also noted that there are other conditions where the whole-body average reference levels can result in whole-body average SARs that exceed the basic restrictions by up to 35%. This occurs in human models with unusual postures that would be difficult to maintain for a sufficient duration in order to cause the elevated SAR (Findlay and
Reference Levels From >6 GHz to 300 GHz for Whole-Body Exposure

Above 6 GHz, radiofrequency EMFs generally follow the characteristics of plane wave or far-field exposure conditions; incident power density or equivalent incident power density is used as the reference level in this frequency region. The reactive near-field exists very close to a radiofrequency source in this frequency region. The typical boundary of the reactive near-field and the radiative near-field is defined as \( \lambda / (2\pi) \) (e.g., 8 mm at 6 GHz). Because the incident power density used for the reference levels above 6 GHz does not appropriately correlate with the absorbed power density used for the basic restrictions in the reactive near-field region, reference levels cannot be used to determine compliance in the reactive near field; basic restrictions need to be assessed for such cases.

The radiofrequency power absorbed in the body exponentially decays in the direction from the surface to deeper regions (see eqn 23). Therefore, the power absorption is primarily confined within the body surface above 6 GHz, where the total power absorption or the whole-body average SAR is approximately proportional to the exposed area of the body surface (Hirata et al. 2007; Gosselin et al. 2009; Kühn et al. 2009; Uusitupa et al. 2010). For example, an experimental study using a reverberation chamber found a strong correlation between the whole-body average SAR and the surface area of a human body from 1 GHz to 12 GHz (Flintoft et al. 2014).

Because the whole-body average SAR is approximately proportional to the incident power density and body surface area (and is not dependent on EMF frequency), ICNIRP has extended the whole-body reference levels from below 6 GHz, up to 300 GHz. ICNIRP (1998) set whole-body reference levels within this range (up to 10 GHz) at 50 \( \text{W m}^{-2} \) and 10 \( \text{W m}^{-2} \) (for occupational and general public exposure, respectively). As there is no evidence that these levels will result in exposures that exceed the whole-body basic restrictions above 6 GHz, or that they will cause harm, these guidelines retain the ICNIRP (1998) reference levels for whole-body exposure conditions.

The same time and spatial average for the whole-body average SAR basic restrictions are applied to these corresponding reference levels. Therefore, the incident power density is to be temporally averaged over 30 min and spatially averaged over the space to be occupied by a human body (whole-body space).

Reference Levels From >6 GHz to 300 GHz for Local Exposure

The incident power density \( S_{\text{inc}} \) reference levels above 6 GHz for local exposure can be derived from the basic restrictions (i.e., from absorbed power density, \( S_{\text{ab}} \)):

\[
S_{\text{inc}} = S_{\text{ab}} T^{-1} \left( \text{W m}^{-2} \right),
\]

where \( T \) is Transmittance, defined as follows:

\[
\text{Transmittance} = 1 - |\Gamma|^2.
\]

The reflection coefficient \( \Gamma \) is derived from the dielectric properties of the tissues, shape of the body surface, incident angle and polarization. For transverse electric (TE)-wave incidence, the angle corresponding to the maximum transmittance is the angle normal to the body surface, whereas for transverse magnetic (TM)-wave incidence this occurs at the Brewster angle (the angle of incidence at which there is no reflection of the TM wave). Furthermore, for cases of oblique incidence of the radiofrequency EM wave, Li et al. (2019) have shown that the incident power and energy densities of TE waves, averaged over the body or boundary surface, overestimate the absorbed power and energy densities, while the absorbed power and energy densities of TM-waves around the Brewster angle approach the incident power and energy densities. They also found that normal incidence is always the worst case scenario regarding temperature rise (Li et al. 2019).

In the present guidelines, the basic restrictions and reference levels are derived from investigations assuming normal incidence to the multi-layered human model. As this represents worst-case modeling for most cases, the results obtained and used in these guidelines will generally be conservative.

The variation and uncertainty of the transmittance for the normal-angle incident condition have been investigated (Sasaki et al. 2017). The transmittance asymptotically increases from 0.4 to 0.8 as the frequency increases from 10 GHz to 300 GHz. Similar tendencies have also been reported elsewhere (Kanezaki et al. 2009; Foster et al. 2016; Hashimoto et al. 2017).

Considering the frequency characteristics of the transmittance, the reference levels for local exposure have been derived as exponential functions of the frequency linking 200 \( \text{W m}^{-2} \) at 6 GHz to 100 \( \text{W m}^{-2} \) at 300 GHz (for occupational exposure). The same method is applied for the derivation of reference levels for the general public. For the same reasons given in the “Reference Levels from >6 GHz to 300 GHz for Whole-Body Exposure” section, reference levels cannot be used to determine compliance in the reactive near field; basic restrictions need to be assessed for such cases.
The temporal and spatial characteristics are almost the same for incident power density and absorbed power density at the body surface for the scale considered in the basic restrictions, i.e., 6 min, and either 4 cm$^2$ or 1 cm$^2$ (an additional criteria above 30 GHz). Therefore, the same averaging conditions are applied to the incident power density reference levels, as for the absorbed power density basic restrictions.

**Limb Current Reference Levels**

Limb current is defined as the current flowing through the limbs, such as through an ankle or wrist. High local SAR can appear in these parts of the body because of their anatomical composition. The volume ratio of the high conductivity tissues to the low conductivity tissues is small in the ankle and wrist, resulting in the current concentrating into high conductivity tissues such as muscle, and thus greater SAR. This phenomenon is particularly pronounced for cases of a human body standing on the ground plane in a whole-body resonant condition.

The local SAR in limbs (ankle and wrist) is strongly correlated with the current flowing through the limbs. Although the local SAR is generally difficult to measure directly, the limb SAR can be derived from the limb current ($I$), which can be relatively easily measured, as follows:

$$\text{SAR} = \frac{I^2}{\rho} = \frac{J^2}{\sigma \rho} = \frac{1^2}{\sigma r A^2}, \quad (31)$$

where $J$ and $A$ are the current density and effective section area, respectively.

The limb current reference levels are therefore set in order to evaluate the local SAR in the ankle and wrist, especially around the ankle in a grounded human body for the whole-body resonant condition. As the frequency increases above the whole-body resonant frequency for the grounded condition, the efficiency of the localization within the limbs gradually decreases. Thus, at higher frequencies, the maximum local SAR does not generally appear around limbs, and is thus not relevant.

Dimbylow (2002) showed that a limb current of 1 A at 10 MHz to 80 MHz causes 530 W kg$^{-1}$ to 970 W kg$^{-1}$ of local SAR averaged over 10 g in the ankles of an adult male model standing on a grounded plane. It is noted that the shape of the averaging region of the 10-g tissue was not cubic, but contiguous, which results in higher SAR values than those of a cube. Based on that study, ICNIRP sets the limb current reference levels at 100 mA and 45 mA for occupational and general public exposures, respectively, to conservatively ensure compliance with the local SAR basic restrictions in the limbs (e.g., the maximum local SAR in the limbs for a 100 mA current would only be 10 W kg$^{-1}$). Taguchi et al. (2018) confirmed this relation between SAR and ankle current from 10 MHz to 100 MHz in different anatomical models.

Similarly, Dimbylow (2001) computed the 10-g local SAR (with contiguous tissue) for a 100-mA wrist current, which resulted in 27 W kg$^{-1}$ at 100 kHz, decreasing to 13 W kg$^{-1}$ at 10 MHz. Considering the reduction of SAR for the cubic compared to contiguous shape, the 100-mA limb current at the wrist will also conservatively ensure compliance with the local SAR basic restrictions in the wrist. Based on this, ICNIRP has revised the lower frequency range to 100 kHz, from 10 MHz in ICNIRP (1998).

As shown in eqn (31), the local SAR is proportional to the squared value of the limb current. In eqn (31), however, the effective area is a constant to relate the limb current to the 10-g averaged local SAR and depends on not only the actual section area but also tissue distribution/ratio and conductivity. Because the conductivity asymptotically increases as the frequency increases from 100 kHz to 110 MHz, the relationship between local SAR and limb current is not constant across this frequency range. For example, Dimbylow (2002) demonstrated that the local SAR due to a constant limb current halved as frequency increased from 10 MHz to 80 MHz. This suggests that the upper frequency limit for limb current reference levels could potentially be lowered, relative to the upper limit of the 10 MHz to 110 MHz range of ICNIRP (1998). However, due to the lack of research addressing this issue, ICNIRP has kept the same upper frequency range as in ICNIRP (1998).

Because the limb current reference levels are relevant to the local SAR basic restrictions, the same temporal averaging is applied (i.e., 6 min). Further, as the squared value of the limb current is proportional to the local SAR, the squared value of the limb current must be used for time averaging (as described in the “Quantities and Units” section). Note that temperature rise for exposures of less than 6 min is only of concern for frequencies above 400 MHz, which is higher than the upper frequency limit for limb currents. Limb current reference levels are therefore not required for exposures of less than 6 min.

**Reference Levels for Brief Exposure (<6 min)**

The reference levels for brief exposure are derived to match the brief exposure basic restrictions, which have been set in terms of SA and absorbed energy density, up to and above 6 GHz, respectively.

The reference levels have been derived from numerical computations with the multi-layered human model exposed to a plane wave, or to typical sources used close to the body, such as a dipole antenna.

The reference levels vary as a function of time interval to match the absorbed energy density basic restrictions (above 6 GHz), with a similar function used below 6 GHz to match the SA basic restrictions. It is noted that the time
function of the absorbed energy density basic restrictions and corresponding incident energy density reference levels are more conservative than those for the SA basic restrictions and corresponding incident energy density reference levels. This means that the reference levels are more conservative above than below 6 GHz.

Because the reference levels are based on the multilayered model, the uncertainty included in the dosimetry is not significant. Conversely, this simple modeling is likely overly conservative for a realistic human body shape and structure. This overestimation decreases as the frequency increases because the penetration depth is short relative to the body-part dimensions. Morphological variations are also not significant.
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APPENDIX B: HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT LITERATURE

Introduction

The World Health Organization (WHO) has undertaken an in-depth review of the literature on radiofrequency electromagnetic fields (EMFs) and health, which was released as a Public Consultation Environmental Health Criteria Document in 2014. This independent review is the most comprehensive and thorough appraisal of the adverse effects of radiofrequency EMFs on health. Further, the Scientific Committee on Emerging and Newly Identified Health Risks (SCENIHR), a European Commission initiative, also produced a report on potential health effects of exposure to electromagnetic fields (SCENIHR 2015), and the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority (SSM) have produced several international reports regarding this issue (SSM 2015, 2016, 2018). Accordingly, the present guidelines have used these literature reviews as the basis for the health risk assessment associated with exposure to radiofrequency EMFs rather than providing another review of the individual studies. However, for completeness, ICNIRP considered more recent research published after the reviews from WHO, SCENIHR and SSM in the development of the current guidelines (cut-off date September 1st, 2019). The discussion of ICNIRP’s appraisal of the radiofrequency health literature below provides a brief overview of the literature, a limited number of examples to help explain the overview, and the conclusions reached by ICNIRP.

The summary of the research on biological and health effects of radiofrequency EMFs presented below considers effects on body systems, processes or specific diseases. This
research feeds into the determination of thresholds for adverse human health effects. Research domains considered are experimental tests on cells, animals and humans, and human observational studies assessing relationships between radiofrequency EMFs and a range of potentially health-related outcomes. The experimental studies have the advantages of being able to control a large number of potential confounders and to manipulate radiofrequency EMF exposure. However, they are also limited in terms of making comparisons to realistic exposure environments, employing exposure durations sufficient to assess many disease processes, and, in the case of in vitro and animal research, relating the results to humans can also be difficult. Epidemiological research more closely relates to actual health within the community, but it is mostly observational and, thus, depending on the type of studies, various types of error and bias are of concern. These include confounding, selection bias, information bias, reverse causality, and exposure misclassification; in general, prospective cohort studies are least affected by bias but large sample sizes are needed for rare diseases. Therefore, it is important to consider research across a range of study types in order to arrive at useful conclusions concerning the relation between radiofrequency EMF exposure and adverse health effects.

It is important to note that ICNIRP bases its guidelines on substantiated adverse health effects. This makes the difference between a biological and an adverse health effect an important distinction, where only adverse health effects require restrictions for the protection of humans. Research on the health effects of radiofrequency EMFs has tended to concentrate on a few areas of particular interest and concern, with some other areas receiving little or no attention. There is not sufficient research addressing potential relations between radiofrequency EMFs and the skeletal, muscular, respiratory, digestive, and excretory systems, and so these are not considered further. This review considers the potential for different types of radiofrequency EMF exposure to adversely affect health, including sinusoidal (e.g., continuous wave) and non-sinusoidal (e.g., pulsed) EMFs, and both acute and chronic exposures.

BRAIN PHYSIOLOGY AND FUNCTION

Brain Electrical Activity and Cognitive Performance

Human research addressing higher cognitive function has primarily been conducted within the ICNIRP (1998) basic restriction values. This has mainly been assessed via performance measures and derivations of the electroencephalogram (EEG) and cerebral blood flow (CBF) measures (sensitive measures of brain electrical activity and blood flow/metabolism, respectively). Most double-blind human experimental studies on cognitive performance, CBF, or event-related potential measures of cognitive function, did not report an association with radiofrequency EMF exposure. A number of sporadic findings have been reported, but these do not show a consistent or meaningful pattern. This may be a result of the large number of statistical comparisons and occasional chance findings. There are therefore no substantiated reports of radiofrequency EMFs adversely affecting performance, CBF, or event-related potential measures of cognitive function. Studies analyzing frequency components of the EEG have reliably shown that the 8–13 Hz alpha band in waking EEG and the 10–14 Hz “sleep spindle” frequency range in sleep EEG, are affected by radiofrequency EMF exposure with specific energy absorption rates (SAR) <2 W kg\(^{-1}\), but there is no evidence that these relate to adverse health effects (e.g., Loughran et al. 2012).

Both rodents and non-human primates have shown a decrease in food-reinforced memory performance with exposures to radiofrequency EMFs at a whole-body average SAR >5 W kg\(^{-1}\) for rats, and a whole-body average SAR >4 W kg\(^{-1}\) for non-human primates, exposures which correspond to increases in body core temperatures of approximately 1°C. However, there is no indication that these changes were due to reduced cognitive ability, rather than the normal temperature-induced reduction of motivation (hunger). Such changes in motivation are considered normal and reversible thermoregulatory responses, and do not in themselves represent adverse health effects. Similarly, although not considered an adverse health effect, behavioral changes to reduce body temperature have also been observed in non-human primates at whole-body average SARs of 1 W kg\(^{-1}\), with the threshold the same for acute, repeated exposures and for long-term exposures.

There is limited epidemiological research on higher cognitive function. There have been reports of subtle changes to performance measures with radiofrequency EMFs, but findings have been contradictory, as there is no evidence that the reported changes are related to radiofrequency EMF exposure and alternative explanations for observed effects are plausible.

In summary, there is no substantiated experimental or epidemiological evidence that exposure to radiofrequency EMFs affects higher cognitive functions relevant to health.

Symptoms and Wellbeing

There is research addressing the potential for radiofrequency EMFs to influence mood, behavior characteristics, and symptoms.

A number of human experimental studies testing for acute changes to wellbeing or symptoms are available, and these have failed to identify any substantiated effects of exposure. A small portion of the population attributes non-specific symptoms to various types of radiofrequency EMF exposure; this is referred to as Idiopathic Environmental Intolerance attributed to EMF (IEI-EMF). Double-blind experimental
studies have consistently failed to identify a relation between radiofrequency EMF exposure and such symptoms in the IEI-EMF population, as well as in healthy population samples. These experimental studies provide evidence that “belief about exposure” (e.g., the so-called “nocebo” effect), and not exposure itself, is the relevant symptom determinant (e.g., Eltiti et al. 1986).

Epidemiological research has addressed potential long-term effects of radiofrequency EMF exposure from fixed-site transmitters and devices used close to the body on both symptoms and well-being, but with a few exceptions these are cross-sectional studies with self-reported information about symptoms and exposure. Selection bias, reporting bias, poor exposure assessment, and nocebo effects are of concern in these studies. In studies on transmitters, no consistent associations between exposure and symptoms or well-being have been observed when objective measurements of exposure were made or when exposure information was collected prospectively. In studies on mobile phone use, associations with symptoms and problematic behavior have been observed. However, these studies can generally not differentiate between potential effects from radiofrequency EMF exposure and other consequences of mobile phone use, such as sleep deprivation when using the mobile phone at night. Overall, the epidemiological research does not provide evidence of a causal effect of radiofrequency EMF exposure on symptoms or well-being.

However, there is evidence that radiofrequency EMFs, at sufficiently high levels, can cause pain. Walters et al. (2000) reported a pain threshold of 12.5 kW m$^{-2}$ for 94 GHz, 3-s exposure to the back, which raised temperature from 34°C to 43.9°C (at a rate of 3.3°C per second). This absolute temperature threshold is consistent with Torbjork et al. (1984), who observed a median threshold for pain at 43°C, which was in compliance with simultaneously measured response thresholds of nociceptors (41°C and 43°C).

Another instance of pain induced by radiofrequency EMF is indirect exposure via contact currents, where radiofrequency EMFs in the environment are redirected via a conducting object to a person, and the resultant current flow, dependent on frequency, can stimulate nerves, cause pain, and/or damage tissue. Induced current thresholds resulting from contact currents are very difficult to determine, with the best estimates of thresholds for health effects being for pain, which is approximately 10 and 20 mA for children and adults, respectively (extrapolated from Chatterjee et al. 1986).

In summary, no reports of adverse effects of radiofrequency EMF exposures on symptoms and wellbeing have been substantiated, except for pain, which is related to elevated temperature at high exposure levels (from both direct and indirect radiofrequency EMF exposure). Thresholds for direct effects on pain are in the vicinity of 12.5 kW m$^{-2}$ for 94 GHz exposures to the back, which is consistent with thermal physiology knowledge. Thresholds for indirect effects (contact currents) are within the vicinity of 10 and 20 mA, for EMFs between 100 kHz and 110 MHz, for children and adults respectively.

Other Brain Physiology and Related Functions

A number of studies of potential adverse effects of radiofrequency EMFs on physiological functions that could adversely affect health have been conducted, primarily using in vitro techniques. These have included multiple cell lines and assessed functions such as intra- and intercellular signaling, membrane ion channel currents and input resistance, Ca$^{2+}$ dynamics, signal transduction pathways, cytokine expression, biomarkers of neurodegeneration, heat shock proteins, and oxidative stress-related processes. There have been some reports of morphological changes to cells, but these have not been verified, and their relevance to health has also not been demonstrated. There have also been reports of radiofrequency EMFs inducing leakage of albumin across the blood-brain barrier in rats (e.g., Nittby et al., 2009), but due to methodological limitations of the studies and failed attempts to independently verify the results, there remains no evidence of an effect. Some studies also tested for effects of co-exposure of radiofrequency EMFs with known toxins, but there is currently no demonstration that this affects the above conclusions.

Intense pulsed low frequency electric fields (with radiofrequency components) can cause cell membranes to become permeable, allowing exchange of intra- and extra-cellular materials (Joshi and Schoenbach 2010); this is referred to as electroporation. Exposure to an unmodulated 18 GHz field has also been reported to cause a similar effect (Nguyen et al. 2017). Both exposures require very high field strengths [e.g., 10 kV m$^{-1}$ (peak) in tissue in the case of low frequency electric fields, and 5 kW kg$^{-1}$ at 18 GHz]. These levels have not been shown to adversely affect health in realistic exposure scenarios in humans and, given their very high thresholds, are protected against by restrictions based on effects with lower thresholds. Accordingly, electroporation is not discussed further.

In summary, there is no evidence of effects of radiofrequency EMFs on physiological processes that impair human health.

AUDITORY, VESTIBULAR, AND OCULAR FUNCTION

A number of animal and some human studies have tested for potential effects of radiofrequency EMFs on function and pathology of the auditory, vestibular, and ocular systems.

Sub-millisecond pulses of radiofrequency EMF can result in audible sound. Specifically, within the 200–3000
MHz EMF range, microwave hearing can result from brief (approximately 35–100 μs) radiofrequency pulses to the head, which cause thermoelastic expansion that is detected by sensory cells in the cochlea via the same processes involved in normal hearing. This phenomenon is perceived as a brief low-level noise, often described as a “click” or “buzzing.” For example, Röschmann (1991) applied 10- and 20-μs pulses at 2.45 GHz that caused a specific energy absorption (SA) of 4.5 mJ kg$^{-1}$ per pulse, and which was estimated to result in a temperature rise of approximately 0.00001°C per pulse. These pulses were barely audible, suggesting that this corresponded to a sound at the hearing threshold. Although higher intensity SA pulses may result in more pronounced effects, there is no evidence that microwave hearing in any realistic exposure scenarios can affect health, and so the present Guidelines do not provide a restriction to specifically account for microwave hearing.

Experimental and observational studies have also been conducted to test for adverse effects of EMF exposure from mobile phones. A few studies have investigated effects on auditory function and cellular structure in animal models. However, these results are inconsistent.

Beyond the behavioral and electrophysiological indices of sensory processing described above, a number of studies have tested for acute effects of radiofrequency EMF exposure on auditory, vestibular and ocular function in humans. These have largely been conducted using mobile phone-like signals at exposure levels below the ICNIRP (1998) basic restriction levels. Although there are some reports of effects, the results are highly variable with the larger and more methodologically rigorous studies failing to find such effects.

There is very little epidemiological research addressing sensory effects of devices that emit radiofrequency EMFs. The available research has focused on mobile phone use and does not provide evidence that this is associated with increased risk of tinnitus, hearing impairment, or vestibular or ocular function.

Animal studies have also reported that the heating that results from radiofrequency EMF exposure may lead to the formation of cataracts in rabbits. In order for this to occur, very high local SAR levels (100–140 W kg$^{-1}$) at low frequencies (< 6 GHz) are needed with temperature increases of several °C maintained for several hours. However, the rabbit model is more susceptible to cataract formation than in primates (with primates more relevant to human health), and cataracts have not been found in primates exposed to radiofrequency fields. No substantiated effects on other deep structures of the eye have been found (e.g., retina or iris). However, rabbits can be a good model for damage to superficial structures of the eye (e.g., the cornea) at higher frequencies (30–300 GHz). The baseline temperature of the cornea is relatively low compared with the posterior portion of the eye, and so very high exposure levels are required to cause harm superficially. For example, Kojima et al. (2018) reported that adverse health effects to the cornea can occur at incident power densities higher than 1.4 kW m$^{-2}$ across frequencies from 40 to 95 GHz; no effects were found below 500 W m$^{-2}$. The authors concluded that the blink rates in humans (ranging from once every 3 to 10 s, as opposed to once every 5 to 20 min in rabbits) would preclude such effects in humans.

In summary, no reported effects on auditory, vestibular, or ocular function or pathology relevant to human health have been substantiated. Some evidence of superficial eye damage has been shown in rabbits at exposures of at least 1.4 kW m$^{-2}$, although the relevance of this to humans has not been demonstrated.

**NEUROENDOCRINE SYSTEM**

A small number of human studies have tested whether indices of endocrine system function are affected by radiofrequency EMF exposure. Several hormones, including melatonin, growth hormone, cortisol, epinephrine, and norepinephrine have been assessed, but no consistent evidence of effects of exposure has been observed.

In animal studies, substantiated changes have only been reported from acute exposures with whole-body SARs in the order of 4 W kg$^{-1}$, which result in core temperature rises of 1°C or more. However, there is no evidence that this corresponds to an impact on health. Although there have been a few studies reporting field-dependent changes in some neuroendocrine measures, these have also not been substantiated. The literature, as a whole, reports that repeated, daily exposure to mobile phone signals does not impact on plasma levels of melatonin or on melatonin metabolism, oestrogen or testosterone, or on corticosterone or adrenocorticotropin in rodents under a variety of conditions.

Epidemiological studies on potential effects of exposure to radiofrequency EMFs on melatonin levels have reported conflicting results and suffer methodological limitations. For other hormonal endpoints, no epidemiological studies of sufficient scientific quality have been identified.

In summary, the lowest level at which an effect of radiofrequency EMFs on the neuroendocrine system has been observed is 4 W kg$^{-1}$ (in rodents and primates), but there is no evidence that this translates to humans or is relevant to human health. No other reported effects have been substantiated.

**NEURODEGENERATIVE DISEASES**

No human experimental studies exist for adverse effects on neurodegenerative diseases.

Although it has been reported that exposure to pulsed radiofrequency EMFs increased neuronal death in rats, which could potentially contribute to an increased risk of
neurodegenerative disease, other studies have failed to confirm these results. Some other effects have been reported (e.g., changes to neurotransmitter release in the cortex of the brain, protein expression in the hippocampus, and autophagy in the absence of apoptosis in neurons), but such changes have not been shown to lead to neurodegenerative disease. Other studies investigating effects on neurodegeneration are not informative due to methodological or other shortcomings.

A Danish epidemiological cohort study has investigated potential effects of mobile phone use on neurodegenerative disorders and reported reduced risk estimates for Alzheimer disease, vascular and other dementia, and Parkinson disease (Schüz et al. 2009). These findings are likely to be the result of reverse causation, as prodromal symptoms of the disease may prevent persons with early symptoms to start using a mobile phone. Results from studies on multiple sclerosis are inconsistent, with no effect observed among men, and a borderline increased risk in women, but with no consistent exposure-response pattern.

In summary, no adverse effects on neurodegenerative diseases have been substantiated.

**CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM, AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM, AND THERMOREGULATION**

As described above, radiofrequency EMFs can induce heating in the body. Although humans have a very efficient thermoregulatory system, too much heating puts the cardiovascular system under stress and may lead to adverse health effects.

Numerous human studies have investigated indices of cardiovascular, autonomic nervous system, and thermoregulatory function, including measures of heart rate and heart rate variability, blood pressure, body, skin and finger temperatures, and skin conductance. Most studies indicate that there are no effects on endpoints regulated by the autonomic nervous system. The relatively few reported effects of exposure were small and would not have an impact on health. The reported changes were also inconsistent and may be due to methodological limitations or chance. With exposures at higher intensities, up to a whole-body SAR of about 1 W kg\(^{-1}\) (Adair et al. 2001), sweating and cardiovascular responses have been reported that are similar to that observed under increased heat load from other sources. The body core temperature increase was generally less than 0.2°C.

The situation is different for animal research, in that far higher exposure levels have been used, often to the point where thermoregulation is overwhelmed, and temperature increases to the point where death occurs. For example, Frei et al. (1995) exposed rats to 35 GHz fields at 13 W kg\(^{-1}\) whole-body exposure, which raised body core temperature by 8°C (to 45°C), resulting in death. Similarly, Jauchem and Frei (1997) exposed rats to 350 MHz fields at 13.2 W kg\(^{-1}\) whole-body exposure and reported that thermal breakdown (i.e., where the thermoregulatory system can no longer cope with the increased body core temperature) occurred at approximately 42°C. It is difficult to relate these animal findings directly to humans, as humans are more-efficient thermoregulators than rodents. Taberski et al. (2014) reported that in Djungarian hamsters no body core temperature elevation was seen after whole-body exposure to 900 MHz fields at 4 W kg\(^{-1}\) with the only detectable effect a reduction of food intake (which is consistent with reduced eating in humans when body core temperature is elevated).

Few epidemiological studies on cardiovascular, autonomic nervous system, or thermoregulation outcomes are available. Those that have not demonstrated a link between radiofrequency EMF exposure and measures of cardiovascular health.

In summary, no effects on the cardiovascular system, autonomic nervous system, or thermoregulation that compromise human health have been substantiated for exposures with whole-body average SARs below approximately 4 W kg\(^{-1}\), with harm only found in animals exposed to whole-body average SARs substantially higher than 4 W kg\(^{-1}\).

**IMMUNE SYSTEM AND HAEMATOLOGY**

There have been inconsistent reports of transient changes in immune function and haematology following radiofrequency EMF exposures. These have primarily been from in vitro studies, although some animal studies have also been conducted. These reports have not been substantiated.

The few human studies that have been conducted have not provided any evidence that radiofrequency EMFs affect health in humans via the immune system or haematology.

**FERTILITY, REPRODUCTION, AND CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT**

There is very little human experimental research addressing possible effects of radiofrequency EMF exposure on reproduction and development. What is available has focused on hormones that are relevant to reproduction and development, and as described in the Neuroendocrine System section above, there is no evidence that they are affected by radiofrequency EMF exposure. Other research has addressed this issue by looking at different stages of development (for endpoints such as cognition and brain electrical activity), in order to determine whether there may be greater sensitivity to radiofrequency fields as a function of age. There is currently no evidence that developmental phase is relevant to this issue.

Numerous animal studies have shown that exposure to radiofrequency EMFs associated with a significant temperature increase can cause effects on reproduction and development. These include increased embryo and fetal...
losses, increased fetal malformations and anomalies, and reduced fetal weight at term. Such exposures can also cause a reduction in male fertility. However, extensive, well-performed studies have failed to identify developmental effects at whole-body average SAR levels up to 4 W kg\(^{-1}\). In particular, a large four-generation study in mice on fertility and development using whole-body SAR levels up to 2.34 W kg\(^{-1}\) found no evidence of adverse effects (Sommer et al. 2009).

Some studies have reported effects on male fertility at exposure levels below this value, but these studies have had methodological limitations and reported effects have not been substantiated.

Epidemiological studies have investigated various aspects of male and female infertility and pregnancy outcomes in relation to radiofrequency EMF exposure. Some epidemiological studies reported associations between radiofrequency EMFs and sperm quality or male infertility, but, taken together, the available studies do not provide evidence for an association with radiofrequency EMF exposure as they all suffer from limitations in study design or exposure assessment. A few epidemiological studies are available on maternal mobile phone use during pregnancy and potential effects on child neurodevelopment. There is no substantiated evidence that radiofrequency EMF exposure from maternal mobile phone use affects child cognitive or psychomotor development, or causes developmental milestone delays.

In summary, no adverse effects of radiofrequency EMF exposure on fertility, reproduction, or development relevant to human health have been substantiated.

**CANCER**

There is a large body of literature concerning cellular and molecular processes that are of particular relevance to cancer. This includes studies of cell proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis-related processes, proto-oncogene expression, genotoxicity, increased oxidative stress, and DNA strand breaks. Although there are reports of effects of radiofrequency EMFs on a number of these endpoints, there is no substantiated evidence of health-relevant effects (Vijayalaxmi and Prihoda 2019).

A few animal studies on the effect of radiofrequency EMF exposure on carcinogenesis have reported positive effects, but, in general, these studies either have shortcomings in methodology or dosimetry, or the results have not been verified in independent studies. Indeed, the great majority of studies have reported a lack of carcinogenic effects in a variety of animal models. A replication of a study in which exposure to radiofrequency EMFs increased the incidence of liver and lung tumors in an animal model with prenatal exposure to the carcinogen ENU (ethylnitrosourea) indicates a possible promoting effect (Lerchl et al. 2015; Tillmann et al. 2010). The lack of a dose-response relationship, as well as the use of an untested mouse model for liver and lung tumors whose relevance to humans is uncertain (Nesslany et al. 2015), makes interpretation of these results and their applicability to human health difficult, and, therefore, there is a need for further research to better understand these results.

Two recent animal studies investigating the carcinogenic potential of long-term exposure to radiofrequency EMFs associated with mobile phones and mobile phone base stations have also been released: one by the U.S. National Toxicology Program (NTP 2018a and b) and the other from the Ramazzini Institute (Falcioni et al. 2018). Although both studies used large numbers of animals, best laboratory practice, and exposed animals for the whole of their lives, they also have inconsistencies and important limitations that affect the usefulness of their results for setting exposure guidelines. Of particular importance is that the statistical methods employed were not sufficient to differentiate between radiofrequency-related and chance differences between treatment conditions; interpretation of the data is difficult due to the high body core temperature changes that resulted from the very high exposure levels used; and no consistency was seen across these two studies. Thus, when considered either in isolation (e.g., ICNIRP 2019) or within the context of other animal and human carcinogenicity research (HCN 2014, 2016), their findings do not provide evidence that radiofrequency EMFs are carcinogenic.

A large number of epidemiological studies of mobile phone use and cancer risk have also been performed. Most have focused on brain tumors, acoustic neuroma and parotid gland tumors, as these occur in close proximity to the typical exposure source from mobile phones (Röösli et al. 2019). However, some studies have also been conducted on other types of tumors, such as leukaemia, lymphoma, uveal melanoma, pituitary gland tumors, testicular cancer, and malignant melanoma. With a few exceptions, the studies have used a case-control design and have relied on retrospectively collected self-reported information about mobile phone use history. Only two cohort studies with prospective exposure information are available. Several studies have had follow-ups that were too short to allow assessment of a potential effect of long-term exposure, and results from case-control studies with longer follow-up are not consistent.

The large Interphone study, coordinated by the International Association for Research on Cancer, did not provide evidence of a raised risk of brain tumors, acoustic neuroma, or parotid gland tumors among regular mobile phone users, and the risk estimates did not increase with longer time since first mobile phone use (Interphone 2010, 2011). It should be noted that although somewhat elevated odds ratios were observed at the highest level of cumulative call time for acoustic neuroma and glioma, there were no trends observed for any of the lower cumulative call times.
time groups, with among the lowest risk estimates in the penultimate exposure category. This, combined with the inherent recall bias of such studies, does not provide evidence of an increased risk. Similar results were observed in a Swedish case-control study of acoustic neuroma (Pettersson et al. 2014). Contrary to this, a set of case-control studies from the Hardell group in Sweden report significantly increased risks of both acoustic neuroma and malignant brain tumors already after less than five years since the start of mobile phone use, and at quite low levels of cumulative call time. However, they are not consistent with trends in brain cancer incidence rates from a large number of countries or regions, which have not found any increase in the incidence since mobile phones were introduced.

Furthermore, no cohort studies (which unlike case-control studies are not affected by recall or selection bias) report a higher risk of glioma, meningioma, or acoustic neuroma among mobile phone subscribers or when estimating mobile phone use through prospectively collected questionnaires. Studies of other types of tumors have also not provided evidence of an increased tumor risk in relation to mobile phone use. Only one study is available on mobile phone use in children and brain tumor risk (Aydin et al. 2011). No increased risk of brain tumors was observed.

Studies of exposure to environmental radiofrequency EMFs, for example from radio and television transmitters, have not provided evidence of an increased cancer risk either in children or in adults. Studies of cancer in relation to occupational radiofrequency EMF exposure have suffered substantial methodological limitations and do not provide sufficient information for the assessment of carcinogenicity of radiofrequency EMFs. Taken together, the epidemiological studies do not provide evidence of a carcinogenic effect of radiofrequency EMF exposure at levels encountered in the general population.

In summary, no effects of radiofrequency EMFs on the induction or development of cancer have been substantiated.

SUMMARY

The only substantiated adverse health effects caused by exposure to radiofrequency EMFs are nerve stimulation, changes in the permeability of cell membranes, and effects due to temperature elevation. There is no evidence of adverse health effects at exposure levels below the restriction levels in the ICNIRP (1998) guidelines and no evidence of an interaction mechanism that would predict that adverse health effects could occur due to radiofrequency EMF exposure below those restriction levels.
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